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SELECTMEN
The Selectmen meet at the Selectmen's Office on
Thursday nights from 7:00 to 9:00. The public hours
are 7:30 to 9:00. There are no public hours on the
last Thursday of the month.
THE CLERK FOR THE SELECTMEN
The Clerk to the Selectmen is at the Selectmen's
Office on Tuesday and Thursday, 8 AM to 2 PM. She is
at the office to provide permits or forms, dump
stickers, copies of tax cards or any miscellaneous
town related business.
TOWN CLERK
The Town Clerk is in the Office on Monday - 11 AM
to 3 PM, Tuesday - 6 to 8 PM, and Thursday 4 tO 6 PM.
She licenses automobiles, trailers, motorcycles,
mopeds , dogs and boats. She registers births and
deaths, and provides marriage licenses.
TAX COLLECTOR
The Tax Collector is at the Office on Thursday
mornings from 8 to 10 AM. She has additional hours
for two months after the tax bills are sent out.
Those hours are listed on the tax bills.
LIBRARY
The library is open on Monday nights from 6pm to
8:30pm, Wednesdays 2pm to 5pm, Fridays from 3pm to
6:30pm, and Saturday mornings from 9am to 12 noon.
THE TRANSFER STATION AND THE RECYCLING CENTER
The transfer station and the recycling center, aka
the dump, is open Fridays from 11am to 5pm, and
Saturdays from 8am to 6pm.
The PLANNING BOARD regularly meets at the Wells
Memorial School on the 2nd Wednesday of the month at
7pm. Their work session is at the Library on the 4th
Wednesday of the month.
The ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT meets at the Library
on the 3rd Wednesday of the month at 7pm.
The CONSERVATION COMMISSION meets at the Library
on the 4th Wednesday of the month at 7pm.
The HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMITTEE meets at the
Library on the 1st Wednesday of the month at 7pm.
The phone number for the Selectmen's Office and the
Library is 827-3431, the Highway Department is
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This year's Town Report
is dedicated to
Marilyn A. St.Peter







John J. Colony III
SELECTMEN
Marilyn A. St. Peter Term expires 1995
Alan M. Laufman Term expires 1996













SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Mary Crocker Ami lee Rogers Eleanor Smith
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
William McNeil Term expires 1995
Laureen Magoon Term expires 1996






Roland Knight James St. Peter Rand Duffy
Bryan Trudelle Alton Chamberlain Douglas Morse
Russell Driscoll
SURVEYORS OF WOOD AND LUMBER












































Jay Jacobs, Chairman Term expires 1995
Allan R. Saari Term expires 1997
John J. Calhoun Term expires 1995
Margot Close Term expires 1996
Barbara Watkins, Alternate Term expires 1996
Noel Greiner Term expires 1997
Alan Laufman Selectman Member
George Clymer Deceased






























Rand Duffy, Fire Chief
Wesley Tarr, Jr., Road Foreman
John J. Colony, III, Citizen Member
Michael Sundstrom, Police Chief
Marilyn A. St. Peter, Selectman
TOWN BOILDING COMMITTEE
Russell Downing Russell Driscoll
Janette Keough George Clymer
Marilyn A. S,t Peter Alan M. Laufman
Lawrence Rathburn Thomas Wei ler. Architect
Minutes of the Town Meeting
March 8, 1994
Moderator John J. Colony opened the polls under
Article 1, at 11:00am, which reads as follows:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for
the year ensuing.
The meeting was then recessed until 7:00pm, when it
was re-opened.
The officers that were nominated and elected from the
floor were:
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Philip Trudelle Term expires 2000
FIRE WARDS
Roland Knight Bryan Trudelle James St. Peter
Alton Chamberlain Russell Driscoll Rand Duffy
Douglas Morse
SURVEYORS OF WOOD AND LUMBER
William House Lawrence Rathburn
HARRISVILLE BEACH COMMITTEE
Pat Colony Warren Thayer Kim St. Peter
Ranae O'Neil Sharon Driscoll Richard Stone
CHESHAM BEACH COMMITTEE
Allen Lake Hollis Parker James Powley
Debra Kensey Mark Hampton
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
Sharon Driscoll Term expires 1997
ARTICLE 2 was voted on by official ballot, and the
results are as follows:
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of Amendment #1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Harrisville
Zoning Ordinance to add to ARTICLE IV - GENERAL
PROVISIONS, a new section 4.1.17 as follows:
"Recreational vehicles designed for camping and
travelling may be parked on any residential lot in all
zoning districts, subject to parking regulations. The
vehicle may, by permit of the Selectmen, be occupied for
a period not exceeding 90 days in any calendar year,
provided that adequate provisions be made for sewage
disposal and water supply."
The results of the votes were as follows. Yes 125, No,
104 votes, declared passed.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Harrisville
Zoning Ordinance to add to ARTICLE - GENERAL PROVISIONS,
a new section 4.1.18 as follows: "Manufactured housing
is permitted only in the Residential and Agricultural
District, subject to the following provisions:
4.1.18.1 The unit shall be set on a support system
with the wheels removed.
4.1.18.2 The placement of manufactured housing is
subject to a building permit."
The results of the votes were as follows. Yes 138, No,
89 votes, declared passed.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Harrisville
Zoning Ordinance to add a new section 4.1.19, the result
of which would be as follows: (1) To permit Home
Occupations in all zoning districts provided they are
carried on only by residents of the dwelling, involve
only a service provided or product produced by those
residents, are operated entirely within a principal
and/or accessory structure, and results in no external
evidence of the enterprise except for a permitted sign.
(2) To permit Home-Based Businesses by Special
Exception of the Board of Adjustment subject to the
following conditions:
1. It shall be carried on by residents of the
premises, and not more than (two) on-premise employees
who are not residents.
2. It shall not have an adverse effect on the
environment or the surrounding properties as a result
of: noise; odors; smoke; dust; lights; soil, water or
air pollution; excessive increases in traffic or in
parking requirements; or as a result of other nuisances.
3. It shall have no outdoor display of goods, and
no outdoor storage of materials or equipment unless
screened from roads and surrounding properties by
natural or structural means to such an extent and in
such manner as may be specifically required and approved
by the Board of Adjustment.
4. The residence or accessory buildings shall not
provide window displays or other characteristics or
features normally associated with commercial use, except
for a permitted sign.
5. There shall be no change in the exterior
appearance of the residence or other structures on the
property as a result of the use, unless specifically
approved or required by the Board of Adjustment.
6. Home-Based businesses may be subject to Site
Plan Review by the Planning Board.
The results of the votes were as follows. Yes 137, No,
87 votes, declared passed.
Are you in favor o£ Amendment #4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Harrisville Zoning Ordinance to
delete the existing definition of "Home Occupation" and
replace it with the following: "A Home Occupation or
Home-Based Business is an accessory use to a residence
involving the manufacture of, provision or sale of goods
and/or services. The use shall be clearly incidental
and secondary to the primary use of the residence, and
does not change the character thereof or adversely
affect the uses permitted in the zoning district in
which it is located. The following uses are not to be
considered Home Occupations or Home-Based Businesses:
motor vehicle sales, repair or service; veterinary
establishments; restaurants and other eating
establishments; retail sales establishments."
The results of the votes were as follows. Yes 137, No,
85 votes, declared passed.
Are you in favor of Amendment #5 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Harrisville Zoning Ordinance to
amend Section 15.7 of the Shoreland Overlay Ordinance as
follows: (1) Delete Section 15.7.2.2: "Trees,
saplings, shrubs and ground covers which are removed to
clear an opening for building construction, accessory
structures, septic systems, roadways, pathways, and
parking areas shall be excluded when computing the
percentage limitations under section 7.b.(l)" and
replace it with: "Trees, saplings, shrubs and ground
covers which are removed to clear an opening for
building construction, accessory structures and pathways
greater than four (4) feet in width shall be included
when computing the percentage limitations under section
7.b.l, but the area required for primary building
construction, septic systems, roadways and parking shall
not be included." (2) Amend Section 15.7.2.3 as
follows: "Dead, diseased, unsafe, noxious or fallen
trees, saplings, shrubs, or ground cover may be removed.
Their removal shall [delete not] be used in computing
the percentage limitations under section 7.b.l." (3)
Amend Section 15.7.2.4 as follows: "Stumps and their
root systems which are located within [change 50 feet to
75 feet] of the public boundary line shall be left
intact in the ground."
The results of the votes were as follows. Yes 124, No,
87 votes, declared passed.
Are you in favor of Amendment #6 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as
follows: To amend ARTICLE V, Section 5.4,
NON-CONFORMING LOT, by adding the requirement that a
non-conforming lot needs Special Exception approval in
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order to be developed.
The results of the votes were as follows. Yes 129, No,
63 votes, declared passed.
Are you in favor of Amendment #7 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Harrisville Zoning Ordinance to
amend ARTICLE XIV - GROWTH MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE as
follows: (1) Change the application procedure from two
permit periods (March and September) to one (first of
March). (2) Amend Section 14.4.5.3 by changing the
sentence "No more than three period's growth permits
shall be issued in any given calendar year" to "No more
than two period's growth permits shall be issued in any
given calendar year." (3) To amend Section 14.4.5.2
by adding the sentence "The allowable number of growth
permits available per year shall not be less than six ."
(4) To make Section 14.4.5.5 consistent with the change
in application procedure by changing the expiration
period from 3 months to 6 months, and adding the
sentence "Issued permits that have expired because of
lack of action shall return to the pool to be re-issued
on a first-come, first-serve basis."
The results of the votes were as follows. Yes 112, No,
81 votes, declared passed.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote accept the
provisions of RSA 33:7 providing that any town at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing, indef-
initely, until specific rescission of such authority,
the Selectmen to issue Tax Anticipation Notes.
A motion was made to accept Article 3 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $976.00 in support of the
Monadnock Family Services.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 4 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of of $2,000.00 in support of the
services of Home Health Care and Community Services,
with $500.00 going immediately for membership fee and
the rest paid as it is used.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 5 as read; passed.
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ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $976.00 as the Town's share for
the studies and operations of the Southwestern New
Hampshire Regional Planning Commission.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 6 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200.00 for the support of the
Grand Monadnock Arts Council.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 7 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the support of Camp
Holiday.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 8 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $594.00 for the support of The
Community Kitchen.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 9 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $18,000.00 for a valuation update
of property and to authorize withdrawal of $4,000.00
from the Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund with the
balance of $14,000.00 to be raised by general taxation.
(Recommended by Selectmen.
)
A motion was made to accept Article 10 as read; did not
pass.
Articles 11, 12 and 13 were all discussed together
before a vote was taken on Article 11.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $88,000.00 for the purchase and
renovation of Lot 30-40 (the Horn-Kretchman house) for
use as the Town .Offices, incorporating the Selectmen's
Office, the Town Clerk's and the Tax Collector's
Offices, as well as, the Town Boards and Committee
Offices, storage space and meeting room, and that
occupancy take place on or before September 1, 1994 and
to authorize the issuance of not more than $78,000.00 of
bonds and notes in accordance with the provisions of the
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Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the
Town officials to issue and negotiate such bonds and to
determine the interest thereon with the balance of
$10,000.00 to be raised by general taxation.
(Not recommended by Selectmen.)
(2/3 vote by paper ballot.)
A motion was made to accept Article 11 as read. The
results were as follows: Yes, 23, No 102; and Article 11
did not pass.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $90,000.00 for the construction
of a Town Office Building on town-owned property
adjacent to the New Fire Station and to authorize the
issuance of not more than $80,000.00 of bonds and notes
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the Town
officials to issue and negotiate such bonds and to
determine the interest thereon with the balance of
$10,000.00 to be raised by general taxation.
(Not recommended by Selectmen.)
(Recommended by Town Building Committee.)
(2/3 vote by paper ballot.)
A motion was made to accept Article 12 as read.
Article 12 was then amended to read as follows:
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $90,000.00 for the
construction of a Town Office Building on town-owned
property adjacent to the New Fire Station and to
authorize the issuance of not more than $80,000.00 of
bonds and notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the
Town officials to issue and negotiate such bonds and to
determine the interest thereon with the balance of
$10,000.00 to be raised by general taxation. That the
selectmen work with the building committee to prepare
building location and design options for presentation to
the town at a public hearing for review and feedback.
A motion was made to accept Article 12 as amended,
passed
.
A motion was made to amend Article 12 to add the words:
or attached to, to the Article, which passed and then
the Article read as follows:
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $90,000.00 for the construction
of a Town Office Building on town-owned property
13
adjacent to or attached to the New Fire Station and to
authorize the issuance of not more than $80,000.00 of
bonds and notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the
Town officials to issue and negotiate such bonds and to
determine the interest thereon with the balance of
$10,000.00 to be raised by general taxation. That the
selectmen work with the building committee to prepare
building location and design options for presentation to
the town at a public hearing for review and feedback.
The vote was as follows: Yes, 83, No 35; declared
passed
.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $115,000.00 for the purchase of
land adjacent to the New Fire Station from PRT Realty,
Inc., and the construction of a Town Office Building on
that land and to authorize the issuance of not more than
$100,000.00 of bonds and notes in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to
authorize the Town officials to issue and negotiate such
bonds and to determine the interest thereon with the
balance of $15,000.00 to be raised by general taxation.
(Not recommended by Selectmen.)
(2/3 vote by paper ballot.)
Article 13 was passed over,
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote authorize
the Selectmen to enter into a lease agreement for the
purposes of leasing office space for the Town Officers
and Boards, and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,250 for the first year's payment for that purpose.
(Not recommended by Selectmen.)
Article 14 was passed over
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in a
Capital Reserve Fund and to be added to in subsequent
years by vote of the Town. Purpose of the Fund would be
to defray the cost of constructing or renovating Town
Office Buildings. These funds are to be raised under
the provisions of RSA 35:1.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
Article 15 was passed over.
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ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $61,500.00 for Capital Reserve to
be allocated as follows:
Highway Equipment - 15,000.00,
Landfill Closing - 22,000.00,
Fire Equipment - 15,000.00,
Police Cruiser - 2,500.00,
Reappraisal - 2,000.00,
Library Foundation- 5,000.00. (RSA 35:1)
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 16 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 for the purchase of a
new plow and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum




A motion was made to accept Article 17 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $8,000.00 for the purchase of a
sand spreader and to authorize the withdrawal of said
sum from the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for
this purpose.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
A motion was made to accept Article 18 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of RSA 72:43-f for the adjusted elderly
exemptions from property tax. These statutes provide
for the following exemptions: for a person over 65
years of age up to 75 years, $10,000; for a person 75
years of age up to 80 years, $15,000; for person 80
years of age or older, $20,000. To qualify, the person
must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5
years; own the real estate individually or jointly, or
if the real estate is owned by his spouse, they must
have been married for at least 5 years. In addition,
the taxpayer must have a net income of less than
$10,000, or if married $12,000, or assets of $30,000 or
less, excluding the value of the person's residence and
the land upon which it is located up to the greater of
two acres or the minimum single family residential size
specified in the local zoning ordinance. The net income
shall be determined by deducting from all moneys
received from any source whatsoever the amount of any of
the following or the sum thereof:
(a) Life insurance paid on the death of an
15
insured;
(b) Expenses and costs incurred in the course of
conducting a business enterprise;
(c) Proceeds from the sale of assets;
(d) Social Security payments.
(By petition.) (Vote by official ballot.)
The results of the votes were as follows: Yes 198, No,
47, Blank, 15. The Article was declared passed.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to
discontinue plowing private driveways for residents over
seventy(70) years of age.
(By petition.) (Paper ballot.)
A motion was made to accept Article 20 as read.
The results of the voting was as follows; Yes, 23, No,
59; did not pass.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to tear down
the two old fire stations.
(By petition.) (Paper ballot.)
A motion was made to accept Article 21 as read.
The results of the voting was as follows; Yes, 18, No,
53; did not pass.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to instruct
the Board of Selectmen to tax sand, gravel, and loam
whenever it is removed from the ground pursuant to the
provisions of RSA 72:13. (By petition.)
A motion was made to accept Article 22 as read. There
was a standing vote of Yes, 18 and No, 35. Article 22
did not pass, however the selectmen assured the meeting
prior to the vote that they would be taxing sand, gravel
and loam, but that this Article limited the way or
procedure used for taxation.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town
gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust
for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
A motion was made to accept Article 23 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to accept
the provisions of RSA 31:95-b providing that any town at
an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by Town Meeting,
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unanticipated money from State, Federal or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the year. This authority will remain
in effect until rescinded by a vote of the municipal
meeting.
A motion vas made to accept Article 24 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Tovn will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal
property which may be offered to the Town for any public
purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The Selectmen must
hold a public meeting before accepting any such gift,
and the acceptance shall not bind the Town to raise,
appropriate or expend any public funds for the
operation, maintenance, repair, or replacement of any
such personal property. This authorization in
accordance with RSA 31:95-e shall remain in effect until
rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting.
A motion was made to accept Article 25 ss read; passed.
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to accept
the provisions of RSA 202-A:4-c providing that the Town
at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the Public Library Trustees to apply for,
negotiate for, contract for, accept, and expend, without
further action by Town Meeting, unanticipated money from
a State, Federal, or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the year.
A motion was made to accept Article 26 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the Board of Selectmen to convey any real
estate acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's deed.
Such conveyance shall be by deed following a public
auction, or the property may be sold by advertised
sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as justice
may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
A motion was made to accept Article 27 as read; passed.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to accept
$100.00 for perpetual care on the cemetery lot of
Eino W. Luoma at Island Cemetery.
A motion was made to accept Article 28 as read; passed.
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ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $378,310.00 which represents the
operating budget. Said sum does not include special
articles addressed.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
A motion was made to accept Article 29 as read. A motion
was made to amend Article 29 to read as follows:
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $378,240.00 which represents the
operating budget. Said sum does not include special
articles addressed.
A motion was made to accept Article 29 as amended;
passed
.
ARTICLE 30. To hear reports of Agents, Committees,
and Officers chosen and pass any vote related thereto,
A motion was made to accept the reports as printed in
the town report; passed.
ARTICLE 31. To transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting.
The idea of going to a unit-pay system at the transfer
system was brought up. The selectmen said they would
consider it.
The results of the elections were announced.
For moderator, John J Colony III received 229 votes;
declared elected for a two year term.
For Selectmen, Lawrence Rathburn 131 votes, for Allan
Saari, 120 votes. Lawrence Rathburn declared elected for
a three year term.
For Constance Boyd, for Town Treasurer 246; declared
elected for a one year term.
For Gretchen Poisson, for Town Clerk 256; declared
elected for a one year term.
For Rand E Duffy, 252 votes; declared elected for a
one year term.
For Bryan Trudelle for Cemetery Agent, 253 votes;
declared elected for a one year term.





The State of New Hampshire
The polls will be open from 11:00 AM to 8:30 PM.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Harrisville in the
county of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in
Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Wells Memorial
School in said Harrisville on Tuesday, the fourteenth
day of March at seven of the clock in the afternoon to
act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for
the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment #1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the
Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article XXV - DEFINITIONS by deleting the
existing definition of "PROFESSIONAL OFFICE" in the
left-hand column and replacing it with new language in
the right-hand column:
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE: The
office of a member of a
recognized profession.
When conducted in a ,
residential district, a -,
professional office shall
be incidental to the
residential occupation, PROFESSIONAL OFFICE:
shall be conducted Means business, profes-
entirely within a sional and personal
residential building, and service establishments,
shall include only the including but not limited
o-ffices of doctors or to: banks, medical
physicians, dentists, offices, real estate,
optometrists, ministers, insurance, architects,
architects, professional attorneys, and
engineers, lawyers, publishing.
artists, authors,
musicians and such other
similar professional
occupations which may be
so designated by the
Zoning Board upon finding




by virtue of the need for
similar training and
experience as a condition
for the practice thereof
and that the practice of
such occupation shall in
no way adversely affect
the safe and comfortable
enjoyment of property
rights in any zone to a
greater extent than for
the professional activ-
ities listed herein. The
issuance of a state or
local license for reg-
ulations of any gainful
occupation need not be
deemed indicative of
professional standing.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Harrisville
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article XXV - DEFINITIONS by deleting the
existing definition of "ALTERATIONS" in the left-hand
column and replacing it with new language in the
right-hand column:
ALTERATIONS: As applied
to a building or struc-
ture, means a change or ALTERATIONS: Means a
rearrangement in the change or rearrangement
structural parts or xn ^^ ^he structural parts,
the existing facilities, interior or exterior of a
or an enlargement, building of structure,
whether by extending on a including restoration or
side, front or back or by reconstruction,
increasing height, or the
moving from one location
or position to another.
Are you in favor of Amendment ff3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Harrisville Zoning Ordinance as
follows:
To amend Article XXV - DEFINITIONS, by adding the
following new definitions:
(1) CHILD CARE CENTERS means either full-day or
half-day child care which regularly provides services
for any part of a day, but less than 24 hours, for 13 or
more children. This may take place in a facility
separate from a residence.
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(2) FAMILY DAY CARE means an occupied residence in
which child care is regularly provided for any part of a
day, but less than 24 hours, except in emergencies, for
one to six children from one or more related or
unrelated families. The maximum of six children
includes children living in the home.
(3) EXPANSION, as applied to a non-conforming
building, means to enlarge either the volume of the
building and/or the building footprint. As applied to a
non-conforming use, means to increase the intensity of
the use
.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Harrisville
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article IV - GENERAL PROVISIONS, by
deleting the language in the left-hand column and
replacing it with the language in the right-
hand column:
4.1.11. Prior to the
conversion or use of a
seasonal building as a
year-round residence the
property owner shall




existing septic system is
adequate for the proposed
use and that the system
meets current standards
of the Water Supply and
Pollution Control Divi-





buildings that have been
demolished or burned over
fifty (50) percent of the
square foot area shall be
considered new
construction and shall be
required to meet current
Water Supply and Pollu-
tion Control standards in
accordance to Env-Ws 1003
unless a valid construc-
tion and operating
approval exists and the
4.1.11. Replacement of
buildings that have been
demolished or burned over
fifty (50) percent of the
square foot area shall be
considered new construc-
tion and shall be
required to meet current
Water Supply and Pol-
lution Control standards
in accordance with Env-Ws
1003 unless a valid
construction and
operating approval exists
and the total sewage load
will not be increased.
Nothing herein shall
prevent 100% replacement
of any. building for any
reason, whether damaged
or not, providing that
current Water Supply and
Pollution Control
standards in accordance














replacement or use of any
structure which would
result in any increase in
the load on a sub-surface
sewage disposal system,
the Selectmen as a
condition of granting of
a building permit shall
requite the property
owner to supply a certif-




system is adequate for
the proposed expanded use
and that the system meets
the current standards of
the Water Supply and
Pollution Control Divi-
sion of the Department of
Environmental Services.
4. 1.14. Prior to com-
mencing any modification,
additions, replacement or
use of any structure,
including the conversion
of a seasonal dwelling to
a year-round dwelling,
which would result in any
increase in the load on a
sub-surface sewage
disposal system, the
Selectmen as a condition
of granting of a building
permit shall require the
property owner to supply
a certificate of inspec-
tion from a licensed
septic designer
certifying that the
existing septic system is
adequate for the proposed
use and that the system
meets the current





Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Harrisville
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article V - NON-CONFORMING USES,
STRUCTURES, LOTS, by deleting the language in the
















may be altered or
replaced on its original
site, provided that such
activity conforms with
the dimensional controls




ordinance or amendments separation requirements
thereto. as adopted in this
ordinance or amendments
5.3.2. Restoration, thereto. Such replace-
Reconstruction and or ment must take place
Replacement: Nothing within twelve (12) months
herein shall prevent of the demolition of the
the substantial res- pre-existing structure,
toration, reconstruction
and or replacement within 5.3.2. A non-conforming
twelve (12) months of a building may be replaced
nonconforming building or or relocated on the
structure destroyed in property to a more
whole or in part by fire conforming location by
or other natural disaster Special Exception of the
so long as this use does Board of Adjustment,
not result in a new Nothing herein shall
increased violation. prevent the replacement
or relocation of a
5.3.3. By Special Excep- non-conforming building
tion a non-conforming to a completely
building may be expanded conforming location on
to no more than twenty- the property.
five (25) percent of the
total square foot area of 5.3.3. By Special Excep-
the building footprint as tion, a non-conforming
of the date of the pas- building may be expanded
sage of this ordinance, in either volume or area,
the total to be a Area expansions shall
cumulative sum of all constitute no more than
expansions. This twenty-five (25) percent
expansion must be in a of the building footprint
direction away from the as of the date of the
non-conforming aspect of passage of this ordi-
the structure or use or nance, the total to be a
lot. cumulative sum of all
expansions. This
expansion must be in a
direction away from the
non-conforming aspect of
the structure. For the
purposes of this





Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment ff6 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Harrisville
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
To amend Article V - NON-CONFORMING USES,
STRUCTURES, LOTS by adding a new Paragraph 5.4.2: A
building on a non- conforming lot may be replaced or
23
relocated on the property by Special Exception of the
Board of Adjustment, provided it conforms with the
dimensional controls for building height, yard, setback
and building separation requirements as adopted in this
ordinance or amendments thereto.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #7 as
proposed by the Planning Board to the Harrisville Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
To readopt Article XIV, GROWTH MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #8 as
proposed by the Planning Board to the Harrisville Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
To allow the Planning Board to reformat the Zoning
Ordinance and renumber accordingly.
(Vote by official ballot.)
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of appropriating the
additional sum of $40,000.00 to be added to the bond
issue of $80,000.00 (authorized at the Town Meeting of
1994 under Article 12) for the purpose of constructing a
Town Office Building with said sums to be in addition to
any federal, state or private funds made available
therefor, and of authorizing the issuance of not more
than $40,000.00 of additional bonds and notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance
Act (RSA33)?
(Not recommended by Selectmen)
(2/3 vote by official ballot)
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be added to the funds
authorized under Article 3, for the purpose of
constructing a Town Office Building.
(Not recommended by Selectmen)
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will direct the
Selectmen to work with the School Board to allow the
Town to use the area of the School that is now occupied
by the library and special education room and their
adjoining small rooms for temporary town offices until
such time that either the Town appropriates money for
and develops an alternate location or the population of
the school exceeds 100 students. And further that such
use of the school by the Town commence on September 1,
24
1995 and be conditional on the space being physically
divided from the school by a new interior doorway and \
that no public meetings or office hours be scheduled by
the Town during normal school hours.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 for renovations to the
existing Town Office Building, with the Tax Collector
and Town Clerk being relocated to the Harrisville Depot,
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000 to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund and to be added to in subsequent years by
vote of the Town. Purpose of the Fund would be to defray
the cost of constructing or renovating Town Office
Buildings. These funds are to be raised under the
provisions of RSA 35:1.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $23,500.00 for the purchase of a
new Police Cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of
$13,500.00 from the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund
for this purpose, with the balance of $10,000.00 to be
raised by general taxation, and further to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of the old cruiser.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $156,000.00 for capping the
Landfill and to authorize the withdrawal of said sum




AkTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $61,500.00 for Capital Reserve to
be allocated as follows:
Highway Equipment - 15,000.00, '
Landfill Closing - 22,000.00,
Fire Equipment - 15,000.00,
Police Cruiser - 2,500.00,
Reappraisal - 2,000.00,
Library Foundation- 5,000.00. (RSA 35:1)
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
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ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $37,500.00 for a revaluation of
property and to authorize withdrawal of $6,000.00 from
the Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund with the balance of
$31,500.00 to be raised by general taxation.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 12. Ta see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $22,100.00 for a valuation update
of property and to authorize withdrawal of $6,000.00
from the Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund with the
balance of $16,100.90 to be raised by general taxation.
(Recommended by Selectmen.
)
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 as the Town's share for
repairing the stone wall between Church Hill and the
State road, in front of the store.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $981.00 in support of the
Monadnock Family Services.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of of $2,000.00 in support of the
services of Home Health Care and Community Services,
with $500.00 going immediately for membership fee and
the rest paid is it is used.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,086.00 as the Town's share for
the studies and operations of the Southwestern New
Hampshire Regional Planning Commission.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200.00 for the support of the
Grand Monadnoc)? Arts Council.
(Recommended by Selectmen.
)
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and




ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $431.00 for the support of The
Community Kitchen.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the support of
Southwestern Community Services, Inc.
(Recommended by Selectmen.)
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town
gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust
for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $395,635.00 which represents the
operating budget. Said sum does not include special
articles addressed.
(Recommended by Selectmen)
ARTICLE 23. To hear reports of Agents, Committees,
and Officers chosen and pass any vote related thereto
ARTICLE 24. To transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-third day













































Police 22000 17392 26000
Fire 25000 23056 28150
Civil Defense and Dams 1200 200 500
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
Highways 88000 88216 88000
Street Lighting 8500 8991 9600
Tarring 15000 15197 20000
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal 34000 20154 27500

















Budget of the Town of Harrisville
Purpose of Appropriation Approp Actual Approp
RSA 31:4 1994 1994 1995
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Parks and Recreation 3000 2133 1500
Patriotic Purposes 2750 2823 2850
Library 5800 5800 6100
Old Home Day 2500 380 2500
CONSERVATION
Conservation Conunission 850 689 600
DEBT SERVICE























TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 546486 429443 395635
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues,
Exclusive of Taxes 202685
Amount of Taxes to be Raised
(Exclusive of School and County Taxes) 192950
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Budget of the Town of Harrisville




Land Use Change Taxes 9720 5000
Yield Taxes 5524 5524 4000
Interest and Penalties 16000 19848 16000
LICENSES, PERMITS, FEES
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 65000 68355 65000
Other Lie. Per., & Fees 1750 5489 3250
FROM STATE







Income From Departments 2500 3236 3000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES









Cap. Res. Fund - Highway Equip 11500 11300
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proc.from Long term Notes 80000
Surplus of Fund Balance 50000 50000 50000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 297453 229902 202685
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Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public Accountants
45 Market Street
Manctiester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070
February 17, 1995
To the Board of Selectmen
Town of Harrisville, New Hampshire
We have audited tne general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Harrisville, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended
December 31, 1994, and have issued our report thereon dated
February 17, 1995.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
general purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement.
In planning and performing our audit of the general purpose
financial statements of the Town of Harrisville, New Hampshire for
the year ended December 31, 1994, we considered its internal
control structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for
the purpose of expressing our opinion on the general purpose
financial statements and not to provide assurance on the internal
control structure.
The management of the Town of Harrisville, New Hampshire is
responsible for establishing and maintaining an internal control
structure. In fulfilling this responsibility, estimates and
judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of internal control structure policies
and procedures. The objectives of an internal control structure
are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute,
assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and that transactions are executed
in accordance with management's authorization and recorded properly
to permit the preparation of financial statements in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles. Because of inherent
limitations in any internal control structure, errors or
irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also,
projection of any evaluation of the structure to future periods is
subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because
of changes in conditions or that the effectiveness of the design
and operation of policies and procedures may deteriorate.
For the purpose of this report, we have classified the






Expenditures for goods and services
and accounts payable
Payroll and related liabilities
For all of the internal control structure categories listed
above, we obtained an understanding of the design of relevant
policies and procedures and whether they have been placed in
operation, and we assessed control risk.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control sttricture
that might be material weaknesses under standards established by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. A material
weakness is a reportable condition in which the design or operation
of one or more of the internal control structure elements does not
reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or
irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the
general purpose financial statements being audited may occur and
not be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal
course of performing their assigned functions. We noted no matters
involving the internal control structure and its operation that we
consider to be material weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended for the information of the Board of
Selectmen. However, this report is a matter of public record and
its distribution is not limited.
44L, OIL ^ Q fc
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OFFICE OF SELECTMEN
With great sorrow we record the death of Marilyn A.
St. Peter, the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen. She
worked diligently on behalf of the Town ever since she
first became a Selectman in 1984. She served on the
Historic District Commission, the Planning Board, the
Conservation Commission, and the Town Office Building
Committee. She is greatly missed.
We note with sadness also the deaths of George
Clymer, who served on the Planning Board and as Chairman
of the Town Building Committee, Lionel MacKenzie, who
served on the Centennial Committee in 1970, and Gertrude
Richardson who served on the Conservation Commission and
the Zoning Board of Adjustment. Life goes on, but these
losses have left holes in the fabric of our lives.
In the fall, we undertook renovations to the old
Harrisville Depot to bring the Police Department
quarters up to State standards. We have long wanted to
make improvements to the building, and did so at this
time in response to pressure from the State. The work
included a handicapped-accessible bathroom, a waiting
room, and a new heating system. During the course of
the year we concluded that it would be in the best
interests of the Town to effect a change in personnel in
the Police Department. Daniel Clark is now our Police
Officer.
We also appointed a committee which developed a plan
for a proposed new Town Office Building. We like the
plan; however, when the bids came in, they were
significantly higher than the funds authorized at Town
Meeting last year. That results from a number of
factors, including the need to meet handicapped
accessibility and other code requirements, and our
attempts to meet the expressed wishes of townspeople
that the building be large enough for everything to be
under one roof and likely to meet Town needs for forty
or fifty years. We are presenting the plans to the
Town, but we do not recommend their adoption at this
time, suggesting instead the establishment of a Capital
Reserve Fund with an eye to construction in the future.
In this, as in other matters, we try to be very cautious
about spending your tax dollars, following the fiscally
responsible policy of "pay as you go".
We thank all the Town employees for their hard work
on behalf of the Town. We also recognize with thanks
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Atkinson, Harold Jr. 1,506.00
Atkinson, Harold Jr. 796.00
*Bailey, Arnold & Joann 1,253.00
Bailey, Orvile & Linda 375.02
Barkin, Kenneth & Elizabet Lord 967.00
Barrows, Lois 1,056.00
Barrows, Lois 267.00
Beauregard, Ken, Bacon 544.00
Beauregard, Ken, Bacon 919.00
Beauregard, Ken, Bacon 1,925.00
*Bemis, Monica 293.00
Bemis, Monica & Marguerite 1,621.05
*Bento, James 367.00
Bouley, Paul 951.00
*Byers, John & Grace 466.00




Clark, Howard Jr. & Ann 261.00
Clooney, Shirely Estate 1,985.00
Clymer, Anita Est. 2,303.00
Clymer, Anita Est. 2.00
Collins, James 84.00
Collins, James 395.00
Colson, Russell & Georgy 597.00
Covey, Raymond & Cheryl 1,672.00
•Crocker, Fred, & Mary 1,007.00
Cutair, Fred & Beth 5,127.00
*Davis, Fred & Estelle 365.00
Davis, Sidney & Judy 4,285.00
Downing, Leslie & Russell 4,646.00
Downing, L. & Hastings, James 460.00
Durant Trust, Virginia 449.00
Dyer, Merton 1,186.00
Dyer, Merton 1,087.00
*Elder, Andrew & Lynn 605.00
Emory, Lloyd & Jane 1,661.00
Emory, Lloyd & Jane 1,551.00
*Evans, John & Peggy 996.00
Filtrine Mtg. Co. 20,031.54
Forbes, Nicholas & Nancy 340.00
Frazier, Kieth & Rachell 1,546.00
Freeport Development 63.00
**Frost, Elizabeth, John &
Chariotte 1,768.00
*Ganiey, Donna & Donald 1,162.00
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Heiniluoma, Barry & Kathleen 2,881.00
*HewJtt, Nathaniel 242.00





Johansson, Kenneth & Virginia 217.00
Johnson, Charles 417.00
*Karter, Kari & Roxanne 164.00




Kirk, Robert Jr. & Barbara
Halpin 1,163.00
Layton, Michael & Mary 1,100.00
Layton, Michael & Mary 219.00
Laughner, Vinoy & Patricia 1,324.00
LeFlem, Maurice & Stephanie 703.06
Lorandeau, John & Patricia 500.00
Luoma, Eno Est. 56.00
Luoma, Lori 1,488.00
Mackey, Rema 1,593.00





*Martin, Roger & Judith 1,349.00
•McCarthy, Douglas 1,009.00
•McCarthy, Douglas & Pat 502.00
•McCarthy, Douglas & Pat 354.00
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Medley, Kenneth & SueEllen 1,170.00
Merrifield, Richard & Lenora 844.11
Moore, Kenneth & Gladys 1,746.00
Mousette, David 505.00
*Murphy, Mary 1,003.00




Parker, Mollis & Susan 2,528.00
Patinsky, Michael & Mary Jane
Shufro 1,525.70
Person, Wanren, Fred & George 599.42
*Petell, Bmce & Diane 1,138.00
Poisson, Leandre & Gretchen 2,867.00





Schepker, Hans & Marcy 4,141.00
Shanock, James 1,147.51
Sheehan, David & Carrie 3,027.00
Shonk, Diana 995.00
Skatutakee Lake Assoc. 200.00
*Slieth, Rodney 1,688.00
Spiltoir, Thomas 362.00
St. Peter, Marilyn 2,105.00
*Stanr, Lt. Wm. 220.00
*Stoney, Christopher 421.00
Suppes, Jeremiah 263.00
*Tarbox, Charies Trust 1,732.00
Tarbox, Charies Trust 26.00








Upton, Frank & Francie Harrison 21.00
Upton, Frank & Francie Hanison 13.00
Village Lake Assoc. 800.00
Village Lake Assoc. 236.00
Village Lake Assoc. 235.00
Village Lake Assoc. 599.00
Village Lake Assoc. 416.00
Village Lake Assoc. 589.00
Village Lake Assoc. 231.00
Village Lake Assoc. 581.00
Village Lake Assoc. 231.00
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Village Lake Assoc. 235.00
Village Lake Assoc. 231.00
Village Lake Assoc. 615.00
Village Lake Assoc. 249.00






Webb, David & Cathleen 2,553.00
*Weiss, Donald & Rebecca 1,201.00
Weller, Thomas & Susan 910.00
Whitaker, Roy 990.00
Wiita, Robert & Audrey 1 ,226.00
Winn-Slayton, Patricia 41.00
•Wright, Patricia & David 643.00
**Zeller, John 464.00
*Ziegler, Margaret 1,852.00
' Partial payment has been made
Full payment has been made
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Parks, Recreation, & Sports
Memorial Day & Independence Day
Old Home Day
Conservation Commission
Interest Expense - T.A.N.
Capital Outlay, Plow
Capital Outlay, Sander
Capital Outlay, Town Building
Capital Reserve, Highway Equip.
Capital Reserve, Landfill Closure
Capital Reserve, Fire Equip.
Capital Reserve, Police Cruiser
Capital Reserve, Property Reappraisal















































Less Revenues and Credits:
Land Use Change Tax 9,720
Yield Taxes 5,524
Interest and Penalties on Tax 16,000
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 65,000
Other Licenses, Permits, & Fees 1,800
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 12,637
Highway Block Grant 34,955
State-Federal' Forest Land 2,067
Income From Departments 2,500
Interest on Deposits 5,800
Other 2,000
Capital Reserve Fund(Plow & Sander) 11,500
Fund Balance 80,000
Total Revenue and Credits $297,453
Net Town Appropriations $249,033
Net School Tax Assessment 1,106,076
County Tax Assessment 138,984
Less - Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 22,614
Add - War Service Credits Allowed 4,800
Add - Overlay 11,696
Net Amount to be raised by Property Taxes $1,487,975
Tax Rate $19.84








Electric Plants and Equipment 806,800
Total Valuations $75,073,711
Less - Elderly Exemptions 75,000
Net Valuation $74,998,711
Taxes Committed to Tax Collector $1,487,975
Less - War Service Credits Allowed 4,800
Net Property Tax Commitment $1,483,175
Tax Rate $19.84
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES




Executive 7700 7600 100
Elec, Regis, Vit Stats 2000 2200 (200)
Financial Administration 23500 24709 (1209)
Revaluation of Property 1500 1000 500
Legal Expense 3915 3915
Personnel Administration 11500 10417 1083
Planning and Zoning 4500 3442 1058
General Government Building 18000 20240 (2240)
Cemeteries 5000 2255 2745
Insurance 60000 51814 8186
Regional Associations 1176 1176
Tax Map 2000 2000
Contingency Fund 1500 1500
Historic District Comm 500 788 (288)
Police 22000 17392 4608
Fire 25000 23056 1944
Civil Deiense and Dams 1200 200 1000
Highways 88000 88216 (216)
Street Lighting 8500 8991 (491)
Tarring 15000 15197 (197)
Solid Waste Disposal 34000 20154 13846
Recycling 19000 13803 5197
Animal Control 2000 2019 (19)
Health Agencies 2976 1476 1500
Health Officer 1500 1275 225
Welfare - Direct 3594 4185 (591)
Welfare - Administration 525 525
Old Age Assistance 1000 300 700
Parks and Recreation 3000 2133 867
Patriotic Purposes 2750 2823 (73)
Library 5800 5800
Old Home Day 2500 380 2120
Conservation Commission 850 689 161
Interest on TAN 1500 1500
Plow 3500 3900 (400)
Sander 8000 7800 200
Town Building 90000 9867 80133
Cap. Res. Fund - Highway Equip. 15000 15000
Fire Equip. 15000 15000
Police Cruiser 2500 2500
Reappraisal 2000 2000
Library Foundation 5000 5000
Landfill Closure 22000 22000
Totals 546486 421239 125249
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other permits and fees 1,269.00
Photocopies, ordinances, misc 1,239.15
Subdivision and ZBA fees 669.50
Sale of cemetery lot 150.00
Insurance dividends 614.21





Trustees of Trust Funds 11,300.00
Reimbursements 4,804.95
Returned checks redeposited 3,359.47










STATEMENT OF LONG TERM NOTES
There were no outstanding long term notes at the
beginning of 1994 and the Town did not enter into
any long term notes during the year.
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES
Detail No. 1 - Executive
Marilyn A. St. Peter, Selectman 1550.00
Alan M. Laufman, Selectman 1350.00
Lawrence Rathburn, Selectman 1300.00
Gretchen Poisson, Town Clerk 900.00
Charlotte Chamberlain, Tax Collector 1750.00
Constance S. Boyd, Treasurer 650.00
Jean Girard, Deputy Town clerk 50.00
Ami lee Rogers, Deputy Tax Collector 50.00
Total 7600.00
Detail No. 2 - Election, Registration
and Vital Statistics
Newspaper notices 131.40
Probate court fees 5.00
State vital statistic fees 83.00
Ballots 363.58
Mary Crocker, Supervisor Checklist 195.00
Amilee Rogers, Supervisor Checklist 255.00
Eleanor Smith, Supervisor Checklist 235.00
John J. Colony III, Moderator 177.50
Rita Rathburn, Ballot Clerk 177.50
Marguerite Sutcliffe, Ballot Clerk 177.50
Ruth Van Etten, Ballot Clerk 102.50
















M. V. - Boats 1079.20
Professional Publications 388.80
N.H. - dog filings 389.50
Mileage 104.50
Constance S. Boyd, Clerk to Selectmen 2400.00
Gretchen Poisson, Town Clerk 1768.00
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Jean Girard, Deputy Town Clerk 371.00
Amilee Rogers, Deputy Tax Collector 120.00
Belinda Thayer, Secretary 54.00
Marilyn St. Peter - meetings, workshops 666.25
Lawrence Rathburn - meetings, workshops 666.25
Total 24708.65
Detail No. 4 -Reappraisal of Property
Lawrence Rathburn - assessing





Detail No. 5 - Legal Expense
Kendall Lane - Legal services 3915.00
Detail No. 6 -Personnel Administration
CFX Bank - Town share of PICA 10416.50
Detail No. 7 - Planning and Zoning
Registry Office

























Detail No. 8 -Town Buildings
Telephone Service and Equipment
























Bryan Trudelle, Labor 70.00
Lee Rathburn, Labor 40.00
James St. Peter, Labor 280.00
Toby Sheehan, Labor 255.00
Total 20240.15
Detail No. 9 - Cemeterier
Gasoline 55.08
Equipment repairs and Supplies 246.05
Trailer 865.00
Bryan Trudelle, Labor 1089.30
Total 2255.43
Detail No. 10 - General Insurance
NHMA - PLIT 9940.54
Workman's Comp. 13399.00
Public Official and Amb. Attend. 2182.00
Blue Cross/Blue Shield 25563.95
Unemployment Comp. 728.33
Total 51813.82
Detail No. 11 - Regional Associations
Southwest Regional Planning 976.00
Grand Monadnock Arts Council 200.00
Total 1176.00
Detail No. 12 - Historic District Commission
Notices, Postage, Misc. 142.89
Lydian Green, Secretary 339.00
Belinda Thayer, Secretary 306.00
787.89









Hepatitis B Immunization 55.00
Gas Tank Test 212.50
Radar Check 20.00
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Gasoline, 573 gallons ~ 545.63
Michael Sundstrom - Labor, Police Chief 11918.90
Neal Collier - Labor, Officer 477.00
Daniel Clark, Labor Officer 412.25
Total 17391.77
Detail No. 14 - Fire Department




Hepatitis B Immunization 853.00
Training 878.70
Vehicle Repairs and Maintenance 3679.48
Fireman's Association 150.00
Cellular Phone Service 642.46
Miscellaneous 567.37
LP Gas, 1279 gallons 1261.50
Gasoline, 60 gallons 45.00
Diesel, 212 gallons 171.72
Payroll 9926.56
Total 23055.88
Detail No. 15 - Dams
N. H. Div. Water Resources - inspection 200.00
Detail No. 16 - Highway
Salt, 126.13 Tons 4767.19
Dust Control, 59.5S4 Tons 1984.50
Vehicle Repairs 595.94
Cutting Edges 1629.18
Oil and Grease 1063.54
Parts and Supplies 4383.54
Signs and Posts 351.65
Culverts and Bands 1247.75
Crosschains and Hooks 346.00





Gas Tank Test 212.50
Gas, 386.1 gallons 312.74
Diesel, 4619.2 gallons 3783.24
Wesley Tarr, Jr.- Labor, Road Foreman 28159.43
Donald Keough - Labor 19027.72
Bryan Trudelle - Labor 14067.56
James Porter - Labor 2863.70
Total 88216.42
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Detail No. 17 - Street Lighting
P. S. N. H. 8991.29
Detail No. 18 - Tarring
Cold Patch, 55.35 T
Liquid Topping, 1196.4 T
Wesley Tarr, Jr. - Labor







Detail No. 19 - Solid Waste Disposal





Wesley Tarr, Jr. - Labor
Donald Keough - Labor
Bryan Trudelle - Labor
James Porter - Labor
Jay Whitaker - Labor
Richard Patton - Labor
Marilyn St. Peter - Labor
Robert Kingsbury - Labor
Steven Langley - Labor
James McClure - Labor























Wesley Tarr, Jr. - Labor
Donald Keough - Labor
Bryan Trudelle - Labor
James Porter - Labor
John Robey -Labor
James Hastings - Labor
Michael Allen - Labor















Detail No. 21 - Animal Control
Humane Society Fees 145.00
Rabies Clinic 287.79
Mileage 316.75
Orville Bailey - Animal Control Officer 1225.00
Gretchen Poisson, Rabies Clinic 20.00
Joan Trudelle, Rabies Clinic 24.00
Total 2018.54
Detail No. 22 - Health Department
Home Health Care and Community Services 500.00
Monadnock Family and Mental Health 97 6.00
Water Tests 195.00
Lawrence Rathburn - Health Officer 1080.00
Total 2751.00





N. H. Welfare Admin. Association 25.00
Ruth Van Etten - Welfare Director 500.00
Total 4709.90
Detail No. 24 - Old Age Assistance
Senior Nutrition Program 300.00
Detail No. 25 - Library
Sharon Driscoll, Treasurer 1627.25
Constance S. Boyd - Salary 2957.50
Jane Dunn - Salary 654.50
Trinity Sheehan - Salary 303.75
Belinda Thayer - Cleaning 257.00
Total 5800.00
Detail No. 26 - Recreation and Sports
Sports Program - Uniforms and Equipment 274.75







Detail No. 27 - Patriotic Purposes
Independence Day - Fireworks 2586.00
Memorial Day Services 236.69
Total 2822.69
Detail No. 28 - Old Home Day
Dance 380.00
Detail No. 29 - Conservation Commission
S.P.N.H.F. - Conservation Camp(J. Moschan) 275.00
Postage and Box Rent 43.15
Handbooks 72.00
Joan Trudelle - Secretary 90.00
Lydian Green - Secretary 154.50
Belinda Thayer - Secretary 54.00
Total 688.65
Detail No. 30 - Capital Outlay
Transfer Station (Article 15, 1993) 8206.47
Plow 3900.00
Sander 7800.00
Town Building - Architect, Septic Plan 9867.00
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT FOR lyy^
The Town Clerk's hours have changed to Monday -
11:00 AM to 3:00 PM, Tuesday - 6:00 to 8:00 PM, and
Thursday - 4:00 to 6:00 PM.
Harrisville registered 1,159 automobiles in 1994,
netting a total of $68,355. Fifty-two boats were
registered, bringing the town $459.27 that otherwise
would have gone to the state. We registered 156 dogs
and the two rabies clinics we held last year were well
attended, grossing $448.50. Our price of $5.00 per
rabies shot undercut all other towns, (not to mention
Vets). We attracted a lot of out of town people,
especially, who had multiples of cats and dogs that
needed shots. Our rabies clinic this year will be in
early April. Watch the paper. Common Threads and
bulletin board for time and place.
The Vital Statistics are listed elsewhere in this
town report. It was a sad year to see the loss of 3
good people who were so involved in the town: Marilyn
St. Peter, George Clymer, and Gertrude Richardson.
As many of you know, 1994 was my last year as Town
Clerk of Harrisville. It is satisfying to know
signature will live on in the archives; forever engraved
on many marriage, birth and death certificates, as well
as, the minutes of the Town Meeting for the years I
served. After living here for 25 years, and especially
after being Town Clerk, I think of Harrisville as more
than just a place. Harrisville is the people here. I
will miss you. -J-^
My thanks to all of you good-natured people who
helped me make this job fun. I want to publicly
acknowledge the Selectmen for their help and compassion,
especially this past, personally difficult year. Thanks
to Chick, the Supervisors of the Checklist, and the
Ballot Clerks (both school and town) for making the
marathon of Town Meeting and general elections not only
enjoyable, but downright fattening. My thanks to Jean
Girard for her kindness and support and for taking back
a job that I made as complicated as possible. My
biggest thanks go to Connie Boyd, who works harder and
handles more jobs than anyone in Harrisvi 1 le ... Connie
,




FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR 1994
It is certainly with mixed emotions that I submit this 1994 report for your
information. After serving nine years as Chief of the Department, I resigned that
position effective 12/31/94, to allow more personal and family time. For the pre-
sent, to help meet our personnel shortage, I have agreed to remain on the active
roster as firefighter/EMT (in spite of my overall 21 years of service).
During these past nine years there have been both 'peaks and valleys' for
the Chief and the department as a whole. Most meaningful for me personally has
been the overall support I have received from both department members and the gen-
eral public.
I take special pride in the progress of the department - the acquisition of
new equipment, the on-going update in new protective clothing for all personnel;
our dedication to training, and the progress made in meeting state and national
educational and operational standards.
Other highlights would have to include our response record; the low person-
al property fire loss (which I would like to think reflects the work we have done
in fire prevention); the landscaping work around the building; and the proven dedi-
cation of all our fire and rescue personnel.
These highlights are quickly offset by one very serious problem which I
sincerely wish could have been turned around during my tenure. Plainly stated,
THIS TOWN DESPERATELY NEEDS CITIZENS TO STEP FORWARD NOW AND JOIN THE FIRE DEPART-
MENT! Our 35 person roster currently carries only 22 names (3 of them on limited
duty). This manpower shortage is not new, but has intensified each year. For the
past five years I have identified this concern in my reports to you, and have asked
people to serve.
Harrisville is not alone in this matter, and fire service leaders know that
unless the ranks are filled by local citizens, TOWNS WILL BE FORCED TO HIRE FULL
TIME FIREFIGHTERS and EMERGENCY MEDICAL PERSONNEL! This would obviously be very
costly and disruptive to local government. However, the town can avoid the
"crunch' - if enough new blood is pumped into the ranks! The job does require con-
siderable time. The mandated training is intensive. To serve requires real com-
mitment, and often means personal and family sacrifice ... but the alternatives
may well be more than bargained for! (Those who are currently serving also feel
they "can't afford the time" to participate!)
From an operations standpoint, 1994 was not an unusual year . . except for
the coincidence of numbers compared to the previous year (see statistical report at
end). The 79 runs equals the all time high set in 1993. Perhaps the most signifi-
cant factor is the continued high percentages of emergency medical calls . . a
national trend.
During the year we continued to give priority to a training program de-
signed to meet the established national and state training standards of NFPA 1500.
In addition to regular monthly sessions taughtby our own officers, several members
have taken courses either in specialized emergency care, or in firefighting at Mea-
dowood Fire School. Two specialized courses were also given by guest instructors.
One was on the techniques related to use of Class 'A' foam in fire suppression, and
the other an eight hour course on Hazardous Materials Awareness, which is now re-
quired by law for all first response personnel.
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I want to share with jou the strong feeling of confidence I have in passing
the responsibility on to my Assistant Chief, Russell "Buddy" Driscoll. He is a
skilled and dedicated firefighter/EMT, who is a proven leader in the emergency
services arena. He is well aware of the problems that lie ahead for this depart-
ment, and I am sure he will provide strong, creative leadership for the task. I
urge you to give him your 100% suJ)port in his efforts to continue the traditions of
the Harrisville Fire Department.
Finally, a SINCERE THANK YOU for the support I have received during my ten-
ure. Remember, BE FIRE SAFE! But if trouble is suspected, DON'T WAIT! CALL
352-1100 and ask for help.
Rand E. Duffy, Chief
Harrisville Fire Dept.
Ret. 12-31-94*********








Bnash - Grass - Leaf
Non-Penrdt Fires





Flooding or Snow Problems
SttYoke Investigation/Ejection
A.F.A. (Autornatic Fire Alarm)
Lightning Strike - No Fire
Sprinkler or Other Water Flows
Animal Rescues
Search/Rescue or Aquatic Incident
Police Assist Calls
Unclcissified Calls
(C) EMERGENCY MEDICAL CALLS
TOTAL CALLS FOR YEAR 79 79 67
Includes this number of Mutual Aid


























The Winter of 1994 brought more than the usual amount
of snow, with the week of March 28, 1994 being the first
week of regular hours the crew saw. We experienced no
major break downs with the equipment.
The Spring saw lots of frost heaves. Grading and
graveling kept us busy throughout the Spring. We
replaced numerous culverts on the MacVeagh, Eastside
(Silver Lake), Tolman Pond and Skatutakee Roads.
Pesky Beaver kept the road crew busy all Summer
removing dams from several roads. Dust control was a
major problem with the hot svtmmer and lack of rain.
The Highway Department installed a Merry Go Round at
Harrisville Beach, widened Seaver Road corner in July,
also removed rocks from Hancock and Willard Hill Roads.
Roadside mowing was done on all of the roads. Tarring
was done on the Hancock Road. This would not have been
possible without mutual aid from the Highway Departments
from the Towns of Nelson and Dublin. We had the use of
their personnel and equipment at no cost to us.
In September, Bryan Trudelle left his position with
the Highway Department. I would like to thank him for
the admirable job he did.
Plans for 1995 include the tarring of Hancock Road
around Skatutakee Lake and the capping of the landfill.
I wish to thank the Selectmen and the Fire and Police





The Conservation Commission has been busy surveying
activity at the Town's picnic area at Seaver Reservoir.
Late night noise-making has been disturbing neighbors
and wildlife. Alas, the rope-swing from the big pine
was removed to protect the Town from liability.
The Commission sponsored the annual road-side
cleanup. Thank you everyone for taking part. We
continue to be amazed at what is found!
We review "Dredge and Fill" permits. These permits
are required for any construction activities or
alterations taking place below the high water mark in a
body of water. We have reviewed several Intents -to-Cut
and called attention to the Town for a poorly executed
cutting in a watershed area.
We wish to thank John Twitchell for his leadership.
We're sorry that time commitments do not allow him to
continue with us. We mourn the loss of Marilyn
St. Peter and shall miss her willingness to help and
her good counsel.
The Conservation Commission meets on the fourth
Tuesday of every month at 7:00 PM at the Library.
Meetings are open to the public and we encourage




There was a change of coverage in the Town this past
year. The State Police and the Dublin Police Department
took care of most of the calls the latter part of 1994.
I do have a regular patrol schedule and answer calls
when in the area. In any case of need for Police
assistance, please call Mutual Aid at 352-1100.
The Police Department Headquarters are coming along




Annual Report of the Planning Board
In
this, my final report as a member of the Planning Board, I
am going to take the liberty of reflecting on what I've
observed in ten years of Planning Board activity.
Having been appointed to the Board when Bill House was
chairman, I realize ihat those earlier Boards set a solid foundation
on which the planning process has been built in the succeeding years.
We responded to the growth pressures of the 80's by trying
to place some control on the rate of growth and all its pressures
on the tax base and infra structure, with the Growth Management
Ordinance and changes to the sub-division regulations. The
process was often frustrating, and emotional, and some mistakes
were made; however, the involvement of the public with both
criticism and positive support was particularly satisfying.
With a national recession taking hold at the turn of this
decade, the Board was able to look forward to what the planning
process could do to deal with the present, as well as prepare for
the next big growth period. With our lakes and ponds being one of
our most important resources we were among the first towns in
the state to adopt the Shoreland Protection Overlay. In adopting
the Accessory Apartment Ordinance, the mechanism was created
to allow for a separate living space in an owner lived-in residence.
The Growth Management Ordinance was simplified and became
an annually adopted mechanism to control and accept our share of
growth based on the growth rates of our neighboring towns.
The past year we presented to the Town zoning changes on
non-conforming buildings that would allow people to make
changes to the betterment of their property and the use of the
land. We also looked ahead to expanding commercial uses in the
Town, which will continue in the coming year.
The rewards of serving the town have been many. Working
with the many dedicated Board members has been an honor.
Seeing the public get involved in the many planning issues has
been most gratifying. There has also been great sorrow with the
passing of my fellow Board members and friends: Lou Carey,
Barbara Haggblad, George Clymer, and Marilyn St. Peter. Their
dedication and love of this town will long be remembered.
Sincerely, Jay Jacobs, Chairman
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1994 saw the addition to the Zoning Board of many new
members, and the passing away of another. Gertrude
Richardson, as most of you know, passed away during the
year. She served the Town of Harrisville for many years
diligently and competently and we will miss her
contributions
.
Joining the Board this year were Pat Colony, Lydian
Green, and Jim Powley. The old timers are George Saunders,
Peter Temple, and Larry Rathburn, in his position as
Selectman, and myself. We did enjoy on a couple of
occasions- the participation on the Board of Marilyn
St. Peter, who was required to decide various issues when
Larry was unable to. We will miss Marilyn's great contri-
butions to the Board and of course to the Town in general
.
The mix of personalities resulted in dynamic meetings.
With these monthly meetings in mind, I feel confident about
making the following statement: reasonable people differ.
There were many times we voted as a unanimous Board, but
there were times when we did not. The latter resulted from
the necessity of having to interpret obscure language, and
because reasonable people differ.
There were some controversies that we confronted. The
Eagle Hall matter was before the Board on more than one
occasion, and it was before other Boards as well. Filtrine
was before the Board on occasion.
It is important for those of you who have gotten this
far in my report to understand that our function is not to
apply the Zoning Ordinance haphazardly; we, after all, were
not those who drafted the Ordinance, the Town was. Our job
as charged by the Town is solely to apply the facts of each
specific request for a special exception or a variance or an
appeal from an administrative decision, against the letter
of the Ordinance. There were times when the applicants
before us did not understand our function. We try to make
it as clear as possible, however, that we were not the ones
who drafted the Ordinance. We are the ones who are to
determine whether a variance or a special exception or an
appeal from an administrative decision is to be warranted.
Each case has specific facts and each case is totally
different
.
As each one of the members of the Board can attest, it
is at times a thankless job, but at other times it is
rewarding. The presentations have, as a rule, been
professional , and the Board discussions have been thorough
and dynamic. This is, after all, a Board; without the
people whose names I have listed above, the Zoning Board
would not have succeeded. I am proud of the opportunity to
have served as acting chairman, and will continue to enjoy
my services on the Zoning Board, no matter what my capacity.
Let me end by saying a personal thanks to George, Peter,
Larry, Pat and Lydian for the time that they have
contributed to the Zoning Board.
Respectfully submitted,
William Robinson, Acting Chairman
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HARRISVILLE PUBLIC LIBRARY
No, we have not increased the wattage of the lights -
we had the interior of the Library painted. After twenty-
four years, it was time to give the walls and ceiling a
fresh coat of paint. We are continuing in our search for a
new storm door!
We started the year off with a display of treats and
products for our furred and feathered friends. This was a
good chance to show off our collection of animal care books.
This was followed by an exhibit of books dealing with
crafting with paper, an inexpensive and fun activity.
This past Summer, Dinosaurs once again roamed the Earth,
at least at the Library. These creatures of long ago
provided the theme for our Summer Reading Program.
A great assortment of books guaranteed a successful Book
Sale. Many visitors browsed the book tables while enjoying
refreshments at our Annual Friends of the Library Tea and
Book Sale. Hope that you had as good a time as we did. If
you missed it, plan to attend our 1995 Tea and Sale. Write
it on your calendar now - mid July.
Late in the Summer, the Library hosted an exhibit of
paintings by local artist, George Ineson. Our next bulletin
board display will include art books acquired with the
income from the Sara Saari fund.
Our Holiday Craft Programs have been well attended.
This year we made Valentines, May Baskets, and
Winter/Holiday craft items. We would like to expand this
portion of our programming. Any suggestions?
We have been fortunate to have High School students who
fulfill their community service obligation by volunteering.
This Fall, Katie Dantes completed a much needed weeding
project. Another student. Trinity Sheehan has joined our
staff. We are pleased to have these young people helping
out
.
The Library now has 5245 volumes in its regular
collection. Our video collection consists of 156 tapes. In
addition to the books and tapes, both video and audio, the
Library has available 20 magazine titles for your reading
pleasure. Some of the newest titles are Downeast, Vogue,
and Country Life. There's something for everyone.
The Peterborough Town Library continues to supply us
with long-term fiction (116) and short-term special requests
(32). Twenty-three requests were fulfilled through the
State Inter-Library Loan System. Our circulation for the
year was 8248.
We would like to thank all those wonderful people who




Constance S. Boyd Sandra Dane
Jane Dunn Sharon Driscoll
Trinity Sheehan Jane Dunn
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I.B.M. $ 6 .00
Granite 197,.98





Total Income 11, .32
Total Funds Available $69,,363,.18
Expenses

















In 1969 the Historic District Commission was voted
into being by the town to maintain the architectural and
historic integrity of the District. Members of this
committee are appointed by the selectmen to serve three
year terms The current commission consists of Town
Selectman representative/ex officio and four regular
members, two of whom reside within the district.
The commission is concerned with any visible changes
to properties including buildings, outbuildings and
landscape elements within the District as established by
the Town in 1969. Any property owner within the district
must file an application for prior approval of any work
(including repairs) affecting the exterior and/or
landscape of the property regardless of whether a
building permit is or is not required. The Town
Selectmen cannot issue building permits for properties
within the HDC without prior approval of the Historic
District Commission. The meetings and public hearings,
which are open to the public, are held on the first
Tuesday of the month at 7:00 p.m. at the Library unless
otherwise noted. (Notices are posted at the Post Office
and the Town Bulletin Board.
)
All applications must be sent to: Harrisville Historic
District Commission P.O. Box 66 Harrisville, NH 03450.
There is a $15.00 application fee to help defray the
costs to the town for advertising and mailing. Copies of
the rules and regulations of the Historic District
Commission are available at the Selectman's office, as
well as maps of the district and application forms.
Developments: Don Scott prepared a new map of all the
properties within the district listing both the tax lot
numbers and the HDC designated numbers corresponding
with the existing photo album/ inventory and database of
all the properties, owners and abutters. The application
and approval forms were re-designed.
New Appointments: Michael Havey was appointed by the
Selectmen to the commission. As a former resident of
Harrisville who recently returned to live and work in
town, we welcome his design expertise and his experience
as member of the Mason Historic District Commission.
I would like to thank all the members who were on the
commission during 1994 for their time and efforts
devoted to reviewing applications and other matters that
come before the Commission.
As you all know, we mourn the loss of Marilyn St. Peter
who was with this commission for many years as the
Selectman/ex officio. Her good nature, guidance and
experience will be sorely missed.
Respectfully submitted by Leslie Voiers, Chair
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Town Office Building Committee Report
We first considered the possibility of a modular
building, or its "stick-built" equivalent, and concluded
that neither would meet the needs of the Town for years
to come. We also looked at the possibility of moving and
rehabilitating the old Chesham school, but found that it
would not be cost effective. Because of the death during
the summer of our chairman, George Clymer, things moved
slowly, but by October, we had come up with a plan.
Unfortunately, the bids came in significantly
higher than the $90,000 authorized at Town Meeting last
year, because of the need to meet accessibility and
other code requirements, and our attempts to meet the
expressed wishes of townspeople that the building be
large enough for everything to be under one roof and
likely to meet Town needs for many years to come. It
provides space for the Selectmen, Town Clerk, and Tax
Collector, as well as meeting space for the various
commissions; there is also adequate storage space. The
design allows for future expansion.
Before her untimely death in December, Marilyn St.
Peter indicated her approval of the plan. The committee
is pleased with it, and commends it to your attention.
Russell Downing Buddy Driscoll
Janette Keough Alan M. Laufman
Larry Rathburn Peter Temple






In 1994, the Marl-Harris Ambulance responded to 148
calls, logging 2852 miles. A total of 130 patients was
transported.
The nature of the calls were as follows: 13 motor
vehicle accidents, resulting in 16 patients, 2 code 9's,
2 M.D. ordered transfers, with the balance being
miscellaneous injuries and medical emergencies. In
addition, we attended several drills with the
Marlborough and Harrisville Fire Departments, 1 parade
detail, and 3 fire scene stand-bys.
Membership currently stands at 25, including 3 EMT-I,
15 EMT, 5 AFA, and 2 non-medical support with 2
currently enrolled in EMT classes.
The fundraising committee had good results this year.
A Spring carwash/bakeshops was well attended, while the
weather hampered the annual Funday/Dance. An ambitious
schedule for 1995 is being drafted.
In keeping with federal, state, and local policy, we
currently offer all members vaccination for Hepatitis B
and annual T.B. testing, as well as, continued training
for protection against infectious diseases, as well as
the regular battery for HazMAt and Emergency Medical
training.
Demands for advanced level training continue to grow.
The roles and responsibilities of Emergency Medical
Personnel continue to grow, and with that growth we see
the cost of keeping members trained and protected grow
as well. Thanks to your continued support, we have been
able to meet those demands so far.
Anyone interested in becoming a member, or first
finding out more about us, please feel free to contact
any of our members. We would love to hear from you.
Thank you once again.
Respectfully submitted,
James L. Bleau, Pres. /Chief
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
During calendar year 1994, the State of New Hampshire
experienced an average number of wildfires. The three
leading causes of these wildfires were No Permit,
Children, and Rekindles of fires where the fire was not
properly extinguished I
Please help your Town and State forest fire officials
with forest fire prevention. New Hampshire State Law
(RSA 224:27 II) requires that, "No person, firm or
corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire
or burn or cause to be burned any material in the open,
except when the ground is covered with snow, without
first obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest
Fire Warden of the town where the burning is to be
done. " Violations of RSA 224:27 II and the other
burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are
misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or
a year in jail and you are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
Forest Fire Statistics
Number of fires 283
Acres burned 217
Fires Reported by Lookout Towers
Fires reported 588
Assists to Other Towers 363
Fires Reported by Detection Aircraft
89
Local communities and the State share the cost of
suppression on a 50/50 basis. The State of New
Hampshire operates 15 fire towers and 3 contact aircraft
patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens
aid the quick response from local fire departments.
Robert Stewart, Forest Ranger




Monadnock Family Services provides a full range of
treatment for individuals who need counseling or who
are experiencing a mental disorder. There are no
restrictions based on diagnosis or age, and we continue
to offer services" to clients with little or no income.
The Peterborough District Office is open five days
and three nights every week. The Jaffrey District
Office is open four days and four evenings each week.
Based in our Keene office, we provide 24 hour emergency
services, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. Services we
offer in addition to Emergency Services include
Psychiatric Assessment and Medication Treatment, Case
Management, Residential Treatment and a Day Treatment
program.
Last year the our Offices provided 622 visits of
direct treatment to Harrisville residents. Of the 19
open cases, 9 were male and 11 were female, 2 were under
the age of 18, 16 between the ages of 18 and 59, and 1
were 60 or over.
MFS Adult Care Center was open over 1400 hours in
1994, with an average daily attendance of approximately
23 clients. We provided over 16,000 hours of service to
elderly residents and their families. Many of the
clients in the program have Alzheimer's Disease or
related illnesses due to aging.
The dollar amount requested from Harrisville to help
us to continue offering these services is arrived at by
multiplying the 1992 population estimate figure by
$1.00. This per capita amount includes in no increase
for four years. The amount we are requesting is $976.
We thank you for your support.
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HOME HEALTH CARE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
In 1994, Home Health Care and Community Services
continued to provide home care and community services to
the residents of Harrisville. The following information
represents a projection of HHCCS's activities in you
community in 1994. The projection is based on actual
services provided from January through September 1993








Occupational therapy 6 visits
Homemaker 221 hours
Adult In-Home Care 1,637 hours
Total unduplicated residents served: 11
In addition to the above activities, regularly
scheduled blood pressure clinics, child health clinic,
and telephone consultations were made available to your
residents throughout the year. Town funding, in part,
supported these additional services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1994
with all funding sources is projected to be $18,465.05.
These services have been supported to the greatest
extent possible by Medicare, Medicaid, other insurance,
grants and patient fees. Services that were not covered
by other funding have been supported by your Town. In
1994, Town support is projected to be $500.00
For 1994, we recommend an appropriation of $3,000.00
to continue home care services at the current level.




Our two main meetings in 1994 were well attended and
featured a tour of Camp Marienfeld in April, and a slide show
in October. The slide show featured old postcards showing
Harrisville, Chesham, Eastview and Silver Lake. Our archive
continues to grow. If you have old postcards or photographs
of Harrisville you would like to make part of the collection,
or allow us to copy, please feel free to contact the office
at 827-3722.
Historic Harrisville was proud to host two national tours
last year. One for the Society for Historians of Technology
(SHOT) and the other as part of The National Trust for
Historic Preservation's fall conference being held in Boston.
We are continuing to support ways for the general store,
such a critical part of life in the village, to reopen.
During 1994 the legal challenge to the validity of our
covenant program was concluded. The structure in guestion has
been removed from the protected property. After considerable
stress and expense our covenants have emerged intact and
greatly strengthened by the very strong decision in our
favor. Our covenants exist between specific property owners
and Historic Harrisville, Inc. They have no relation to the
town's Historic District Commission or their approval
process.
Historic Harrisville, Inc. is a public, non-profit foundation
which welcomes anyone to join us in our work. If you are not
on our mailing list, and wish to be, please drop a note to
Box 79, or call 827-3722. Our meetings are usually held on














John J. Calhoun IV
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ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
ABBOTT ASSOCIATES 76.01 2966CU 2966
ABBOTT DEBORAH A 70.00 6487CU 6487
ABBOTT DEBORAH A 11.00 155cu 155
ABBOTT DEBORAH A 1.50 20400 84600
ABERS RICHARD 6.20 34500 34500
ADAMS FARM INC. 205.00 99747CU 328947
ADAMS DAVID 0.46 55200 76200
ADAMS JENNIFER 0.44 27000 74700
ADAMS JENNIFER 0.44 27000 27000
ALFANO FRANK 68.90 81900 81900
ALLEN JEREMIAH 0.47 55400 78400
ALLEN JOHN 0.57 37000 53000
ALLEN PETER 25.00 1075CU 1075
ALLEN PETER 0.80 16600 89300
ALTON THAD 67.40 75300 75300
AMIDON RICHARD 0.38 39400 95200
ANDERSON BRUCE 8.70 30500 123900
ANDERSON BRUCE 1.70 19100 19100
ANDERSON EARL 0.84 17000 72100
ANDREASON KIRSTIN 6.00 55000 82400
ARMSTRONG MARK 7.20 27200 112000
ARON EDWIN J 0.52 36200 37900
ATKINSON HAROLD JR 9.10 31100 75900
ATKINSON HAROLD JR. 3.10 40100 40100
ATKINSON SUE T. 5.80 99700 202500
AUSTERMANN FAMILY TR 0.37 50700 104400
BAILEY ARNOLD H 0.12 23200 129300
BAILEY ORVILLE 5.20 27000 88000
BAKERIII, DUDLEY M 148.00 5594CU 5594
BALDWIN DAVID 5.49 81500 81500
BALDWIN DAVID 1.85 52800 104400
BANKS MICHAEL 0.32 27300 104600
BARKIN KENNETH D 0.24 12500 103800
BARLOW STEPHEN C 1.00 28100 148000
BARNES KERRON 0.24 18700 20900
BARNES KERRON 0.21 18000 62000
BARRETT MAURICE 0.20 25700 63600
BARROWS LOIS H 1.23 21200 100400
BARROWS LOIS H 3.36 25400 25400
BARTASHEVICH LORI 1.70 21000 122200
BEAUREGARD JANET 0.47 29100 63200
BEAUREGARD KEN 5.37 27400 27400
BEAUREGARD KEN 0;27 45400 46300
BEAUREGARD KEN 14.00 26638CU 97038
BEMIS CASPER 17.00 1886CU 1886
BEMIS CASPER 3.70 36800 144400
BEMIS CASPER 0.24 18700 18700
BEMIS JOAN S 0.31 47500 97700
BEMIS JOAN S 0.71 18900 18900
BEMIS MARGUERITE E 4.20 37300 135600
BEMIS MONICA 10.00 27800 27800
BEMIS MONICA 0.80 16600 94100
BEMIS RALPH 0.32 48100 87500
BEMIS RALPH 0.67 18600 18600
BEMIS SHARON K 12.50 1804CU 1804
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ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
CHESHAM BAPTIST CHUR 23.00 1140CU 1140
CHESHAM BAPTIST CHUR 1.00 20400ex 169200
CHESHAM BAPTIST CHUR 0.50 3700ex 3700
CHESHAM COURT INC. 3.08 27100 34100
CHIPMAN RALPH 0.23 18500 75900
CHRETIEN DAGMAR 0.50 51800 96500
CLARK HAROLD J. 0.52 61000 111000
CLARK ASHTON R 0.60 43700 95600
CLARK BESSIE 3.70 23700 50400
CLARK DOROTHY 2.25 30300 106500
CLARK EDYTHE 2.75 20800 37700
CLARK EDYTHE 5.00 29100 131000
CLARK GEORGE 10.00 27600 48000
CLARK GEORGE A 1.58 20600 53100
CLARK HOWARD 77.50 44102CU 44402
CLARK HOWARD 0,00 37900
CLARK HOWARD 5.39 60135CU 136135
CLARK HOWARD 1.45 44000 44000
CLARK HOWARD 33.40 1341CU 1341
CLARK HOWARD JR. 5.60 24800 24800
CLARKE JAMES C. JR. 0.13 16200 76700
CLAY WENDY 2.40 25400 25400
CLAYTON ARNOLD B. 0.15 14700 75200
CLOONEY PATRICK 0.35 38200 70400
CLOONEY SHIRLEY, EST 47.14 50170CU 100070
CLOSE ELMER 5.20 38300 182500
CLOSE RONALD 10.80 56500 122000
CLUKAY ISABEL 2.60 2600 2600
CLUKAY KENNETH B 30.00 55800 77500
CLUKAY KENNETH B 3.45 23500 23500
CLYMER ANITA EST. OF 106.00 45691CU 218891
CLYMER ANITA EST. OF 4.90 156CU 156
CLYMER GEORGE 22.68 1606CU 1606
CODY PAUL 0.19 16200 16800
COLLINS JAMES 0.21 9000 9000
COLLINS JAMES 0.12 13200 42400
COLONY III JOHN J 0.37 32400 200500
COLONY JOHN JR. 41.50 1731CU 1731
COLONY JOHN JR. 10.30 9500 9500
COLONY JOHN JR. 1.00 45900 239800
COLONY JOHN JR. 0.25 10100 10100
COLONY JOHN JR. 0.35 3500 3500
COLONY JOHN JR. 0.10 1400 1400
COLONY JOHN JR. 122.00 5213CU 5213
COLONY JOHN JR. -20.60 827CU 827
COLONY JOHN JR. 37.00 1460CU 1460
COLONY JOHN JR. 0.66 34200 224700
COLONY JOHN JR. 1.00 1000 1000
COLONY JOHN JR. 0.48 55700 89400
COLSON RUSSELL 10.30 30100 30100
COMSTOCK DONALD 5.00 41800 152100
CONGREGATIONAL CHURC 0.45 35100ex 252200
CONGREGATIONAL CHURC 0.10 5400ex 134900
CORLISS MARK 0.00 5000
COVEY RAYMOND 0.79 40500 158900
CROCKER FRED 3.00 25000 95700
76
OWNER
HARRISVILLE VALUES 12/31/9 4
ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
CROTEAU ALFRED 1 .29 53600 151300
CROTEAU HOWARD .33 20700 78800
CROTEAU JOHN .45 50700 103400
CROWE JR., RICHARD R 4 .60 22600 131800
CUTAIR FRED 5 .03 95600 258400
DAFELDECKER KAI .39 29400 65900
DANAHY PAUL 9 .20 35900 39000
DANE TIMOTHY 1 .70 21000 117000
DANTES RAYMOND 2 .00 22000 131000
DAVrS CARL .00 2700
DAVIS FRED 12 .00 22308CU 129808
DAVIS FRED 2 .70 22700 22700
DAVIS FRED & ESTELLE 2 .20 22200 75200
DAVIS NORMAN 25 .00 20700 20700
DAVIS PATRICIA 6 .48 5800 5800
DAVIS SIDNEY 22 .00 57300 216000
DAWES HENRY F 9 .90 52559CU 278759
DEMAINE DAVID 2 .74 54700 107100
DEMPSEY ARTHUR D 1 .60 24400 143100
DEROSIA WAYNE 25 .50 39296CU 134596
DEVEAU ALFRED 5 .20 29300 87500
DEWITT THOMAS E 1 .96 65600 247000
DEXTER JUDSON K .83 65000 114300
DION COLOMBE 3,.24 30000 97500
DION SHARON 1 .24 19500 80300
DOWNING LESLIE 87,.00 3636CU 3636
DOWNING LESLIE 44 ,.00 1717CU 1717
DOWNING LESLIE 43.,00 1727CU 1727
DOWNING LESLIE 20,.50 63500 236700
DOWNING LESLIE 0.,36 49400 87500
DOYLE ARTHUR 2.,50 36500 136400
DOYLE ARTHUR 0. 75 26600 26600
DOYLE MARY 35.,00 85700 85700
DOYLE MARY 70. 70 74700 74700
DRAKE JOHN D 16,. 50 975CU 66575
DRAKE JOHN D 40. 00 5712CU 5712
DRAKE JOHN D 7. 80 461CU 461
DRAKE JOHN D 10. 00 591CU 591
DRAKE JOHN D 9. 90 585cu 585
DRURY ELINOR 8. 10 338CU 338
DRURY HENRY 8. 40 25265CU 74065
DRURY HENRY 1. 40 76900 76900
DRURY HENRY 5. 30 107300 107300
DUFFY RAND 3. 50 23500 105700
DUNN JOHN 0. 22 27300 109900
DUNN JOHN 5. 70 34400 39300
DURANT TRUST VIRGINI 0. 22 18200 42700
DYER MERTON 0. 25 34100 59800
DYER MERTON 0. 25 34100 54800
EASTMAN ROGER H 5. 28 25300 161300
EATON HAROLD H 0. 75 35400 55600
ECKSTROM RUTH L 0. 18 20400 74700
ELDER ANDREW 0. 25 25200 57500
ELDER ANDREW 56. 80 96200 194000
ELLIOTT SUSAN 2. 40 26300 26300




ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
ELLSWORTH SUSAN 1.30 32200 121100
EMORY LLOYD H 9.30 30900 83700
EMORY LLOYD H 104.80 74900 78200
ENGLERT H PETER 1.20 19400 91600
ERVIN DALE 22.17 40800 104100
ERVIN DALE 162.20 65757CU 184757
EVANS HENRY W 2.00 20000 20000
EVANS HENRY W 2.75 20800 185400
EVANS JOHN 1.25 19500 94700
EWING BRIAN 0.16 9000 97200
FARINA CONSTANCE W 2.00 22000 103500
FERNALD RICHARD TRUS 0.75 39900 119800
FILTRINE MFG. CO. 4.62 101200 1630000
FISHER EARL & EVELYN 31.00 37502CU 199502
FLINT EDWARD 0.46 27400 71600
FORBES NICHOLAS 12.70 32300 32300
FORNEY JOANNE C 70.70 24470CU 78670
FORNEY JOANNE C 31.20 1546CU 1546
FRANCIS WILLIAM 1.50 900 900
FRAZIER JAY 0.75 16200 139300
FRAZIER JAY 4.00 15600 15600
FRAZIER KEITH 0.20 25700 77900
FREDRICK ALBERT 0.80 54300 205500
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT 100.00 3198CU 3198
FRIGON JOSEPH R 1.70 62100 150300
FROST ELIZABETH 17.50 42100 168100
FROST JOHN 5.00 26800 75100
GANLEY DONNA M 0.36 34700 110500
GARCIA ETHEL 77.20 46494CU 231494
GARDNER ROSALIE E 0.60 45100 71300
GAW HOWELL 0.50 2390O 23900
GEDDES PAUL 19.70 2813CU 2813
GEDDES PAUL 4.80 35200 35200
GEDDES PAUL 12.40 41507CU 101907-
GEDDES PAUL 1.30 1&6CU 186
GEDDES PAUL 54.70 199954CU 207854
GEDDES PAUL 187.50 202067CU 205567
GENDRON ERNEST 0.57 57900 117800
GEOFFROY DONALD G 0.35 49600 102900
GETTY GORDON 1.25 19500 97200
GIBBS VIOLA ESTATE 24.10 23504CU 83404
GILMAN JERRY 6.00 28000 28000
GIRARD THOMAS 8.30 36600 119700
GLAZIER WILLIAM H 20.00 36900 101300
GOEHRIG DAVID 21.00 22942CU 97742
GOGOLEN BRUCE F 0.63 59400 125800
GOGOLEN BRUCE F 0.71 18900 18900
GOLD CAROL 1.80 17500 89900
GOODMAN MARGARET 0.75 16200 118800
GORDON NORA 0.24 43800 51900
GORDON NORA 0.79 19500 19500
GORDON WALLACE 5.20 27000 113300
GRANT HAROLD E 1.32 53900 145200
GRANT RICHARD 0.16 20300 100300
GREENE NATHANIEL 401.90 15977CU 15977
























































































































ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
HARRISVILLE TOWN OF .11 5500ex 5500
HARRISVILLE TOWN OF 5 .20 16400ex 16400
HARRISVILLE TOWN OF .25 11600ex 16900
HARRISVILLE TOWN OF 2 .80 40800ex 40800
HARRISVILLE TOWN OF .32 20500ex 44800
HARRISVILLE TOWN OF .39 33100ex 33100
HARTMAN THOMAS 28 .00 48800 48800
HARTWELL ERNEST 1 .40 43700 43700
HARTWELL ERNEST 6 .60 58600 89400
HASTINGS JAMES .60 13900 133600
HAVEY MICHAEL .11 13500 82200
HAVILL THOMAS L 5 .64 29600 161900
HAYWARD WILLIAM 6 .60 30700 115300
HEATH VIRGINIA 1 .20 133CU 133
HEATH VIRGINIA 14 .60 25076CU 136776
HEBB PETER 6 .89 26900 164200
HEINILUOMA BARRY 1 .34 54100 145200
HEITERT GILBERT .33 31100 92400
HEITERT GILBERT .30 30000 32600
HENDRICKSON MONA T .17 21600 45100
HENRY WARD .55 42800 74000
HERRICK FRANK .50 16000 16000
HEWITT NATHANIEL 5 .00 23000 23000
HIGGINS ROBERT .83 32300 131500
HILL HERMAN EST. OF 0:.30 47000 74500
HILL HERMAN EST. OF 0,.42 16400 16400
HIROSHI HAYASHI 6,.20 34500 34500
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 0,,73 17600 85400
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 0,,53 32300 354400
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 0,,50 31900 219200
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 0.,05 4800 164300
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 0. 48 39500 423100
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 0.,10 10800 17000
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 1. 40 30000 51800
HISTORIC HARRISVILLE 1. 57 22400 22400
HOLLENBECK ARTHUR J 3. 80 21800 132800
HOLLENBECK BRUA - ES 20. 00 38900 108100
HOLLENBECK DONALD R 3. 80 23800 92500
HOUSE WILLIAM 51, 20 2056CU 2056
HOUSE WILLIAM 13. 80 54679CU 195879
HOWARD REVOCABLE TRU 0. 50 51800 80500
HOWE ANNE 34. 20 44604CU 139804
HOYT DEAN R 10. 30 34300 150800
HOZEMPA ALAN L 2.. 00 36000 138000
HUNTLEY GUY 0. 20 11400 28700
HURD CHESTER & JOYCE 0. 14 27500 64000
INESON GEORGE 0. 40 33400 79000
JACOBS JAY 93. 40 31568CU 148968
JACOBS JAY 33. 00 5722CU 5722
JARVIS MARILYN 0. 22 24300 43700
JARVIS RUTH 2. 80 60800 60800
JEVDET MILDRED 1. 50 22200 119800
JOHANNESSEN JEFFREY 8. 20 41000 156200
JOHANSSON KENNETH 5. 30 23300 23300
JOHNSON CHARLES 2. 80 20800 100500
JOHNSON CHARLES 2. 00 20000 21000
80
OWNER
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0. 47 27500 113300
0.04 4400 4400
1.00 40800 62700
0. 33 33600 100600
0.00 4400





















ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
LEWIS MARION .28 45900 94600
LONG L R 5 .30 22800 22800
LORANDEAU JOHN .24 23700 47600
LORD ALAN 1 .25 19500 121800
LORD DAVID 5 .04 24700 157700
LORD DAVID 5 .20 24900 24900
LORD SABIN JR. M 4 .80 238CU 238
LORD SABIN JR. M 10 .00 495CU 495
LOVETT CHARLES 4 .30 28400 133100
LOVETT CHARLES 1 .24 19500 70800
LOWREY GEORGE M .10 12200 40900
LOZEAU KURT 7 .50 22200 22200
LUCHNER BRUCE 16 .00 47700 77500
LUCIANO MARCIA - TRU .19 21600 40600
LUND HILDA .23 18500 46000
LUOMA DOROTHY 1 .30 4900 4900
LUOMA DOROTHY 42 .50 2106CU 2106
LUOMA DOROTHY .18 2600 2600
LUOMA DOROTHY .92 19500 96400
LUOMA DOROTHY .50 27900 27900
LUOMA EINO ESTATE OF .00 2800
LUOMA LAURI .23 12300 77500
LYON EST. OF CHARLES 59,.00 34154CU 114454
MACALLISTER DAVID 3 .39 168CU 168
MACDONALD EDWIN 1,.30 46200 154700
MACDONALD MALCOLM 0,.35 49600 83100
MACDONALD WILLIAM 0.,28 45900 73900
MACGILLVARY LINDA 4,.55 28700 108000
MACGILLVARY LINDA 3.,15 23200 23200
MACKENZIE FRANCES R 0,.60 15000 107800
MACKEY REMA 0..40 13600 82800
MACLEOD LEWIS 2,,20 22200 100000
MACLEOD LEWIS 17,,30 52300 121800
MAIN EUGENE 1.,50 22200 22200
MAKI WALTER J - EST 1. 88 21600 84800
MALONEY JOHN W. 0.,75 39900 81100
MALONEY PATRICIA M 1. 75 23100 23100
MANLEY CEDRICK 5.,00 39000 39500
MANN ALLEN ET AL 5. 50 23500 23500
MANN ALLEN ET AL .1. 07 17200 40800
MANN LOUELLA 31. 50 21649CU 101949
MANNING PAUL A 2. 95 67000 67000
MARHEIM INC 10. 00 74300 75900
MARHEIM INC 0. 97 52700 96000
MARKEM MACHINE CORP 74. 00 3008CU 3008
MARTEL ROBERT 0. 31 20300 95100
MARTHA GREGORY 0. 16 20500 39100
MARTIN ROGER 2. 50 20500 128300
MASON HUGH D 0. 52 56700 96300
MASON HUGH D 3. 75 27800 255200
MCCARTHY DOUGLAS 0. 23 24600 95900
MCCARTHY DOUGLAS 0. 23 24600 47800
MCCARTHY DOUGLAS 8. 90 33600 33600
MCCARTHY DOUGLAS 35. 10 40881CU 208181
MCEWAN JAMES 9. 70 33800 .33800




ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
MCEWAN LYNNE 3 .60 23600 117200
MCGILL MARY 1 .30 19700 101600
MCGRATH RUTH C .60 45100 85100
MCKENNA JAMES .99 50700 110000
MCKENZIE MAXWELL .29 19800 78000
MCLEAN EARL .20 10500 64300
MCNEILL WILLIAM 5 .05 23100 128600
MCWETHY DANIEL 2 .00 24000 164000
MCWETHY DANIEL 78 .00 4412CU 4412
MCWETHY DANIEL .37 50700 91400
MEATH MARY 128 .80 122371CU 893171
MEDLEY KENNETH R 1 .89 27000 111200
MERRIFIELD RICHARD .38 14600 79900
MESSER MARGARET 1 .00 18700 94600
MICHAL CHARLES JR. J .12 6600 77700
MILLER JOAN 1 .40 49100 205900
MILLER MICHAEL 9 .20 28100 107200
MILLER RONALD JR. D 7 .68 32100 45200
MINDEMANN KARL 7 .50 31600 125400
MITCHELL BLANCHE .25 30700 64200
MITCHELL JOHN .25 44400 80800
MITCHELL SCOTT 5 .10 24500 157500
MITCHELL SUZANNE 0,.26 44900 75700
MONADNOCK LIONS CLUB 8 .00 28000 30200
MONAHON RICHARD 0,.60 15300 109500
MONAHON RICHARD 9,.80 31800 38700
MOORE KENNETH 3..00 23000 88000
MORAN BERNARD 8,.00 26000 26000
MORKAVAGE TIM 0,,85 42000 96600
MORRIS MICHAEL 0..30 26700 77700
MORRIS MICHAEL 0.,09 6800 6800
MORSE DOUGLAS 2.,17 24200 86300
MORSE WALTER 2. 20 22200 137100
MOSCHAN JEROME 1.,80 21300 89200
MOSER PAUL 3. 00 3000 3000
MOUNTAIN MISSIONARY 173.,30 323900ex 2222500
MOUSETTE DAVID J 1. 10 19000 48000
MULLALLY MILLARD 0. 64 59600 95800
MULLALLY MILLARD 0. 70 18800 18800
MURPHY MARY 0. 50 56200 95300
MUSSON GERTRUDE L 0. 22 24300 32600
MYHAVER ALAN 7. 00 36200 93700
MYHAVER GEORGIA 0. 75 35400 108800
MYHAVER LEONARD 0. 46 29000 89200
NEELY JAMES 0. 46 23500 23500
NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY 59. 40 61400ex 61400
NEW ENGLAND FORESTRY 119. 80 116600ex 116600
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TE 13. 69 26300 26300
NEW ENGLAND TEL & TE 0. 14 7800 51900
NEWMAN RICHARD G 7. 70 82100 211300
NEWTON DORIS 0. 60 15300 81000
NICHOLSON CHESTER 0. 55 36700 65500
NIKIFORAKIS LEON 0. 23 12300 47600
NITZBURG PATRICIA T 3. 50 40500 193200







ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
O'BRIEN WAYNE .30 13400 13400
O'BRIEN WAYNE .26 28700 58500
O'DWYER BARRY 1 .55 20500 20500
O'DWYER ROBIN A 1 .13 19100 119900
O'MEARA JAMES T .94 49300 107900
O'NEIL CHRIS 1 .39 20000 21800
O'NEIL DAVID 2 .20 22200 22200
O'NEIL RANAE .84 18600 97600
ODERMATT EDWARD .40 14900 73000
OGELBY R DEAN .25 12600 75400
OGG DELMAR R 1 .20 47500 247000
OLMSTEAD FRANCIS .57 15100 73300
OLSON PAUL JR. .26 12800 100500
OLSON PAUL JR. .43 15300 15300
OLSON PAUL JR. .47 15700 15700
OWEN JACK W .49 4000 4000
OWEN JACK W. .43 53900 118800
P R T REALTY INC 232 .70 151400 151400
PACKARD ROGER 4 .50 39400 125600
PAGE GORDON .78 17900 17900
PAGE GORDON .60 37500 65600
PALMER WILLIAM 0,.33 31100 91200
PALMER WILLIAM 2 .30 54300 54300
PARKER MOLLIS 3,.70 21700 162700
PARKER LUNNIE .44 15500 15500
PARKER LUNNIE 0,.09 10800 35800
PARLIMAN JAMES .40 52300 79100
PARRISH DORIS 8,.10 26100 26100
PARSONS ROBERT T 1,.30 48300 99400
PATEK DAVID J 8,,90 26900 26900
PATINSKY MICHAEL S 6,.80 28600 143400
PATNODE RITA 0.,14 19000 78600
PATTON JUDITH K 0,,49 35700 147300
PENDERGRASS MARGARET 3.,60 514CU 514
PENDERGRASS MARGARET 6,,75 964CU 964
PENNEY RICHARD W. 0.,70 30400 130700
PERSON WARREN, FRED 0.,17 21600 56500
PETELL BRUCE 2. 20 20200 108100
PETERBOROUGH SAVINGS 2.,75 24800 155300
PHILLIPS JENNESS 0. 14 17600 38700
PHILLIPS MICHAEL . 1. 80 21300 50300
PICANSO GERALD 0. 00 1700
PIERCE RICHARD 6. 00 88000 134500
PIERSON WILLIAM J. 11. 40 31000 31000
PIERSON WILLIAM J. 18. 60 39600 39600
PI JAR MAX 0. 50 23900 23900
PIPES IRENE 2. 39 84900 180200
PITSAS PANOS 0. 17 33800 144500
PLUMPTON MARY 1. 01 18700 29300
POCKETT AROL 2. 20 20200 63800
POISSON LEANDRE 30. 00 63000 144500
POISSON PASCALS 13. 60 13100 13100
POLLARD LISBETH B 0. 19 10800 94000
POTTER MICHAEL F 6. 21 6 4 200 86300
POTTER MIKE 5. 40 24700 133000




ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
POWELL DUKE .49 4000 4000
POWELL DUKE .22 42800 140000
POWLEY JAMES .50 16000 75400
PRICE MATTHEW S .30 20000 140900
PROPERTIES INC. 56 .00 97600 97600
PUBLIC SERVICE CO. .00 806800
PUTNAM DAVID 2 .20 52200 52200
PUTNAM DAVID .53 56900 139800
PUTNAM JAMES A .78 63100 116100
PUTNAM PATRICK 9 .69 46700 165700
PUZO MICHAEL J 6 .00 30000 208300
QUIMBY EARLE .44 50200 110900
RABIDOUX DONALD P 2 .46 22500 112700
RALEY ROBERT .25 28400 260500
RAPSIS HELEN 35 .00 26800 26800
RATHBURN LAWRENCE 46 .00 1806CU 1806
RATHBURN LAWRENCE 18 .00 851CU 851
RATHBURN LAWRENCE 80 .00 3784CU 3784
RATHBURN LAWRENCE 1 .00 18700 110000
RATHBURN LAWRENCE 14 .00 2203CU 2203
RATHBURN LEE W 2 .50 22500 53400
RATHBURN LEE W 8,.60 8600 8600
RATHBURN TIMOTHY 2 .08 22100 109600
RATHBURN WAYNE 20,.90 1038CU 1038
RAYNOR WILLIAM 1 .00 40800 298200
REEDSTROM BRADLEY K 0,.13 7200 7200
REEDSTROM BRADLEY K 0,.13 7200 7200
RICHARDSON EDITH 10..00 887CU 887
RICHARDSON EDITH A 30,.00 1157CU 1157
RICHARDSON GERTRUDE 70,.23 27793CU 108393
RICHARDSON ROBERT - 42,.75 4312CU 4312
RICHARDSON WALKER 0.,54 36500 161900
RIDGEWAY REBECCA 0,,46 15700 148000
RIETH EMMA 7..20 38200 155300
RIETH RALPH JR 0.,39 51800 114000
RIETH RALPH JR 0.,30 3600 3600
RINFRET GIRARD 1..60 50800 67800
RIVES SALLY 1. 13 73500 135400
ROBERTS-O'NEILL NANC 38,.50 23094CU 155994
ROBINSON WILLIAM 1. 00 18700 93200
ROGERS EDWARD 0. 29 29700 96100
ROGERS SHIRLEY W 1. 6f 19000 89300
ROSENTHAL JEAN L 90. 00 92000 202500
ROWSE JAMES 0. 51 56400 9 0700
ROWSE JULIA 18. 50 25830CU 175130
ROWSE JULIA 0. 09 16900 18100
ROWSE JULIA 1. 08 22400 22400
ROWSE JULIA 0. 25 44400 113600
ROYCE RICHARD 5. 00 25000 25000
RUSSELL CECILIA 0. 52 24100 24100
RUSSELL PETER 14. 20 443cu 443
RUSSELL PETER 7. 86 25300 27000
RUSSELL PETER 2. 21 20300 20300
RUSSELL PETER 2. 56 20600 20600
RUSSELL PETER 2. 16 20200 20200




ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
RUSSELL PETER 2 .46 20500 20500
RYAN ANNE K 4 .50 26300 26300
RYAN ANNE K 4 .50 36300 242600
SAARI ALLAN R .68 25800 100800
SAARI TOIVO 3 .00 25000 93900
SALZA LOUIS A .80 38900 39900
SALZA LOUIS A 1 .36 46600 144600
SANDERS NORMA ESTATE .52 56700 125700
SAUNDERS GEORGE 1 .75 41800 154600
SAWYER ALFRED 102 .00 4503CU 4503
SAWYER ALFRED 131 .50 5280CU 5280
SCHEPKER HANS J 2 .20 36200 208700
SCHLICHTING DANIEL J .14 7200 59600
SCHLICHTING DANIEL P .83 39700 95300
SCHWARTZ HARVEY 242 .60 65716CU 274816
SCOTT DONALD .75 16200 95600
SCOTT LUCINDA L 2 .15 54200 91400
SEAVER EUGENE A .13 25400 51200
SELF GARTH 3 .50 49500 161800
SHAPIRO SEYMOUR .27 45400 85500
SHARROCK JAMES 3 .00 21000 107600
SHAW ANN G .61 58900 102700
SHAW HENRY 4 .40 22400 141600
SHAW HENRY 5 .80 27600 28000
SHAW JAMES 0,.46 54300 132500
SHAW PETER F 4,.50 24500 24500
SHAW PETER F 5,.00 25000 25000
SHAW PETER F 6..60 26600 26600
SHAW PETER F 2,,50 22500 22500
SHEEHAN BABETTE J 1,.48 20300 112900
SHEEHAN DAVID 8.,00 32100 155100
SHIMMIN H WILLIAM JR 6,,20 28200 28200
SHIMMIN H WILLIAM JR 0.,20 17100 17100
SHIMMIN H WILLIAM JR 0.,57 16400 73300
SHONK DIANA C 3. 40 25400 94600
SHUFFLETON & DRURY 0,,30 11100 11100
SHUFFLETON FRANK 1. 60 4700 37700
SHUFFLETON JANE 14. 10 31600 31600
SHUSTER DANIEL 0. 70 42300 86100
SHUSTER DANIEL 0. 51 36100 36100
SILVER LAKE TENNIS A 0. 75 19200 26200
SIMPSON PAUL J. 2. 80 22800 176300
SIMS WINSTON 1. 21 58200 93200
SIPE CHARLES 0. 35 31700 56000
SKATUTAKEE LAKE ASSO 0. 09 4800 19000
SKOVE SAMANTHA 48. 70 125600 125600
SKOVE SAMANTHA 12. 00 35200 35200
SKOVE SAMANTHA 4. 00 29500 29500
SKOVE SAMANTHA E 19. 40 51500 235700
SLIETH RODNEY 5. 80 23800 85100
SMITH BETH 10. 00 19001CU 81801
SMITH EDWARD G 0. 45 27300 106000
SMITH EDWARD G 0. 04 4400 4400
SMITH KEVIN 2. 00 24000 118400
SMITH ROBERT 5. 40 25400 102400




















ST. PETER JOHN JR.
ST. PETER MARILYN A
ST. PIERRE BETTY
ST. PIERRE BETTY
ST. PIERRE LOUIS & C
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VAN ETTEN RUTH E














3 .40 23400 80800




4 .30 26300 137700
.30 30000 122800
2 .79 55800 55800
6 .75 46800 126600
6 .00 30000 67000
.39 14700 122000
7 .40 27000 102200
3 .30 21300 21300
.10 12200 12200
1 .30 21500 116500
.83 39700 90900
7 .50 7500 7500
6 .00 4500 4500
8 .80 31800 84200
.60 58700 58700
5 .20 23200 23200















50. 00 2036CU 2036
28.,00 1231CU 1231
18. 90 54442CU 146142
2.,10 22100 22100
5. 27 25300 143200
19. 60 20249CU 88449
0. 15 18900 101500
1. 21 52900 126100
1. 70 30900 39100
5. 10 24500 24500
31. 80 67100 170400
31. 40 76000 76000
2. 50 22500 22500
2. 37 22400 22400
3. 90 56900 56900
3. 23 23200 39500
3. 00 56000 56000
1. 97 21900 21900
2. 20 55200 55200
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OWNER
HARRISVILLB VALUES 12/31/9 4
ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
VILLAGE LAKE ASSOCIA 2 .44 22400 22400
VILLAGE LAKE ASSOCIA 2 .00 22000 22000
VILLAGE LAKE ASSOCIA 5 .40 58400 58400
VILLAGE LAKE ASSOCIA 3 .71 23700 23700
VILLAGE LAKE ASSOCIA 5 .22 25200 25200
VOGEL CAROLYN R 189 .00 178988CU 1171688
VOIERS LESLIE .34 29300 141300
VOLK DONALD .60 39900 90600
WACHA ALMIR J .14 17600 93800
WADE CHER
I
4 .00 28100 28100
WALDRON ROBERT B .18 15300 50400
WALKER BARBARA .56 57700 179700
WALKER BARBARA .68 18700 18700
WALKER BARBARA .76 19300 19300
WALKER MARY 92 .29 34170CU 34670
WALKER MARY 123 .00 34224CU 141624
WALKER WINTHROP B 5 .21 25200 155100
WALLACE ROBERT .25 25200 60200
WALSH THOMAS .00 2700
WARD VERNON 10,.21 507CU 507
WASHER CHRISTINE 21 .00 14660CU 14660
WATKINS ROBERT 94,.50 27348CU 38748
WATKINS ROBERT 0,.30 14700 142300
WATSON LAURIE 0,.30 30000 75400
WEBB DAVID 4,.60 22600 128700
WEISBERG DAVID 2,,67 20700 107400
WEISS DONALD 3,.20 23200 114100
WELLER THOMAS M 1.,10 19000 97600
WELLS MEMORIAL SCHOO 3,,40 35100ex 1027800
WELLS WELLINGTON , E 36.,20 48640CU 310640
WELLS WELLINGTON , E 7.,90 467cu 467
WELLS WELLINGTON , E 60.,70 3237CU 3237
WELLS WELLINGTON , E 13.,00 644cu 644
WELLS WHITCOMB 0. 51 36100 85700
WESTONHOWARD H 13.,00 769cu 769
WHEELER EDWARD M 0. 28 34300 75800
WHEELER GRACE 0.,73 46100 146700
WHEELER MARK, GRACE, 0. 41 39400 141200
WHITAKER KENNETH 0. 27 45400 136900
WHITAKER ROY V. 2. 50 18500 49900
WHITE JOHN L.E 0. 17 9600 55700
WHITNEY HOLLIS 0. 68 60600 200600
WHITNEY HOLLIS 0. 65 18400 18400
WHITTALL LISA 60. 80 78706c:u 83206
WIGGIN ALAN D 0. 16 31700 72000
WIITA ROBERT L 3. 10 27200 131500
WILDER MICHAEL F 3. 00 23000 126700
WILLIAMS GARY 4. 00 4000 4000
WILLIAMS MARGERIE 0. 50 14600 55100
WILLIAMS ROGER 0. 09 16900 16900
WILLIAMS ROGER 0. 61 18100 89900
WINK CHARLES F 7. 20 38200 38200
WINN-SLAYTON PATRICI 53. 00 2061CU 2061
WINN-SLAYTON PATRICI 60. 00 2333CU 2333
WOLFE ALBERT B 92. 30 74900 74900
WOLFE ALBERT B 5. 40 23400 23400
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HARRISVILLB VALUES 12/31/94
OWNER ACRES LAND VAL TOTL VAL
WORCESTER NORMAN 1 10 46700 81400
WRIGHT PATRICIA .31 27000 61100
YONT LAWRENCE 66 60100 107400
YOUNIE GLENN 1 .07 17200 76700
ZELLER JOHN C 90 00 25994CU 153594
ZIEGLER MARGARET 9 2 00 60482CU 176082
ZIEMBA JOHN 1 80 52400 127400
ZINGARO RALPH 5 40 25400 25400
ZINGARO RALPH 6 30 28100 28100
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY






















OFFICERS. TEACHERS AND AGENTS OF






Robert Kingsbury. Chair Term Expires 1995
David T. Sobd Term Expires 1996
James F. Johnson Term Expires 1997
N.H. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 29 ADMINISTRATION
Phillip G. McCormack. Ed.D.. Superintendent of Schools
Richard M. Pike, Assistant Superintendent for Towns
Paul L. Bartolomucci. Assistant Superintendent for Keene
Deane B. Haskell, Assistant Superintendent for Business
Patricia Trow Parent, Manager of Personnel Services
Bruce Thielen, Director of Special Exducatlon
STAFF
Dorothy W. Frazler Principal/Grade 6
BeAnn Lake . Sec./Ub. Alde/Sch Lunch Dir.
Janet Berthlaume Chapter I
Pam Dolan Art
Kathleen Haley-Ftlck Grades 4-5
Emily Hartshome Multi-Age 1-2-3
Joan Murphy Guidance Counselor
Karin Pratt Special Educator
Paul Simpson Phy^cal Education
Roshan Swope Multi-Age 1-2-3
Jeanette A. Yardley Kdg/EngUsh 4-5-6/Music
Catherine Staples Special Education Aide
Barljara Johnson School Lunch
Joyce Morgenthau School Nurse
Edward T. Beaur^ard Custodian
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Hanisville qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wells Memorial School in said District on the 1 4th day of March,
1995, Eleven O'Clock in the forenoon to bring in your votes for the election of school district officers. The




To choose all necessary school district officers:
A member of the school board for the ensuing three years
A moderator for the ensuing year
A clerk for the ensuing year
A treasurer from July 1 , 1 995, for the ensuing year
An auditor for the ensuing year





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Harrisville qualified to vote in District
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wells Memorial School in said District on the 8th
day of March, 1995, at 6:00 p.m. to act upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1 : To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen,
and to pass any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 2 : To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries for school district officials and
agents, and for the statutory obligations of the District, or to take any other action in
relation thereto. (The school board supports favorable action on this warrant article.)
ARTICLE 3 : To see if the District will vote to ratify and be bound by the financial
provisions of a proposed collective bargaining agreement between the
Harrisville School Board and the Harrisville Education Association, covering the years
1995-1996, 1996-1997, and 1997-1998, wherein the increased cost for salary and
benefits for 1995-1996 equals Twelve Thousand Six Hundred Thirty-Six ($12,636.00)
Dollars; for 1996-1997 equals Fifteen Thousand Six Hundred Fifty-Two ($15,652.00)
Dollars; and for 1997-1998 equals Eighteen Thousand Four Hundred Four ($18,404.00)
Dollars, and to raise and appropriate the amount of Twelve Thousand One Hundred
Twenty-Four ($12,124.00) Dollars to fund the costs for the 1995-1996 school year, or to
take any other action in relation thereto. (The school board supports favorable action on
this warrant article.)
ARTICLE 4 : To see if the District will vote to authorize and empower the school board
to borrow up to Eighteen Thousand Two Hundred ($18,200.00) Dollars,
representing the State of New Hampshire share of special education costs for the 1995-
1996 school year, pursuant to R.S.A. 198:20-D upon such terms and conditions as the
school board determines in the best interests of the District; said sum together with the
costs of borrowing to be repaid by the State of New Hampshire pursuant to R.S.A. 186:C-
18, or to take any other action in relation thereto. (The school board supports favorable
action on this warrant article.)
ARTICLE 5 : To see if the District will vote to authorize the school board to transfer up
to Twenty Thousand ($20,000.00) Dollars of its unencumbered surplus
funds, if any, remaining on hand at the end of fiscal year, June 30, 1995, to the Capital
Projects Fund for the purchase and installation of windows and insulated panels at the
Wells Memorial School, or to take any other action in relation thereto. (The school board
supports favorable action on this warrant article.)
i
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ARTICLE 6 : (By Petition) To see if the District will direct the school board to allow the
town to use that area of the school that is now occupied by the library and
special education room and their adjoining small rooms for temporary town offices until
such time that either the town appropriates money for and develops an alternate location
or the population of the school exceeds 100 students. And further, that such use of the
school by the town be conditional on the space being physically divided from the school
by a new interior doonway and that no public meetings or office hours be scheduled by
the town during normal school hours. And further, to appropriate an amount up to $5,000
for the necessary changes in the school building, or to take any other action in relation
thereto. (To be voted on by written ballot.)
ARTICLE 7 : To transact any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.






PROPOSED 1995-96 BUDGET (SUMMARY)


















MIDDLE^IGH SCHOOL SP. INSTRUC.
$408,655 $398,382 -2.51% 33.17%
$22,748 $23,181 $23,808 2.70% 1.98%
$1 14,396 $122,924 $139,189 13.23% 11.59%
TOTAL MIOJHIGH SCHOOL COST $513,212 $554,760 $561,379 1.19% 46.74%
(SAUt29) $63,694 $56,571 $54,790 -3.15% 4.56%
$1,099,603 $1,234,799 $1,201,087 -2.73% 100.00%
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BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL










































































Library Books & Supplies
Library Periodicals
PROPOSED
ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL






































































ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL
















TOTAL BUILDING SERVICES $45,834 $57,498
ELEMENTARY TRANSPORTATION
Regular Elementary $17,060 $16,819 $17,272
Feeder Elementary $17,060 $18,396 $18,892
Held Trips $533 $800 $800
TOTAL ELEMENTARY TRANSPORT
OTHER STAFF SERVICES
Retired Teachers Accrued Liability
Unemployment Compensation
Staff Physicals
TOTAL OTHER STAFF SERVICES
BUILDING SITE IMPROVEMENTS
TOTAL BLDG. SITE IMPROVEMENT
FUND TRANSFERS
Transfer to Capital Reserve
Transfer to Capital Projects
Transfer to Federal Projects





$0 $400 $200 -50.00%
$1,000 $1,000 $0










BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL
1994-95 1995-96 CHANGE BUDGET










TOTAL DEBT SERVICE $120,950 $122,103 $123,360 1.03% 10.27%
SUBTOTAL (ELEM. INSTRUCTION
PLUS DEBT SERVICE)









ELEM. SPECIAL INSTRUC. TRANSPORT.








$384 $0 $3,850 0.32%
5.94%
TOTAL ELEMENTARY COST $584,918 -6.18% 48.70%
KEENE MIDDLE SCHOOL/KEENE HIGH SCHOOL
REGULAR INSTRUCTION TUITIONS
Keene Middle School $1 44,755 $1 1 6,560
22 students © $6,114.
Keene Higti School $231,313 $292,095
39 students O $6,766.
$134,508 15.40% 11.20%
$263,874 -9.66% 21.97%
TOTAL MID7HIGH SCHOOL TUIT. $376,068 $408,655 $398,382 -2.51% 33.17%
100
PROPOSED
ACTUAL BUDGET BUDGET % % TOTAL
1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 CHANGE BUDGET
TRANSPORTATION
Regular - Keene Middle School $6,825 $7,180 $7,377 2.74% 0.61%
Regular - Keene High School $15,9E3 $16,001 $16,431 2.69% 1.37%
TOTAL KMS/KHS TRANSPORT. $22,748 $23,181 $23,808 2.70% 1.98%
SUBTOTAL (REGULAR KMS/KHS; $398,816 $431,836 $422,190 -2.23% 35.15%
SPECIAL INSTRUCTION
Keena Middle School Tuition $8,883 $5,828 $36,684 529.44% 3.05%.
Keene High School Tuition $12,594 $19,473 $27,064 38.98% 2.25%
Tuition- Middle School Out-of-Distric $41,881 $31,980 $0 -100.00% 0.00%






Tuition - Middle School Collaborative $6,504 $5,835 0.00%
Tuition - High School Collaborative $0 $12,982 1.18%
Tutor - High School $0 $0
Transporlation $19,142 $16,826
TOTAL MID/HIGH SPECIAL INSTR $114,396 $122,924
TOTAL MID/HIGH SCHOOL COSTS $513,212 $554,760 $561,379
ADMINISTRATION
SAU #29 - Harrlsvllle Share $63,694 $56,571 $54,790 -3.15% 4.56%






















1994-95 1995-96 % % TOTAL
BUDGET PROPOSED CHANGE BUDGET
$20,747 $0















,234,799 $1,201,087 -2.73% 100.00%
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1 . 1 9 9&ftn June 30, 19 _94
Relurn Original lo Slate Deparlmenl of Education Prior to July 15.
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1. 19 LZ. (Treasurer's bank balance) _f 77,Rni . 61
Received Irom Selectmen (Include only amounts actually received)





7 Balance o( Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue 'rom Stale Sources 44 , 301 . 61
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received (rom Tuitions - ^ » Q4^« OQ
Received as income (rom Trust Funds 2° 4n
Received (rom Sale o( Notes and Bonds (Princ pal only)
Received (rom Capital Reserve Funds
Received Irom all Other Sources 23.017. QQ
TOTALRECEIPTS ^ 1.086.271. 08
. TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YE-.R (Bal^.^ce and Receipts) 1.164.072. 69
jj;LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 1.126,6q6. 77






' This is 10 cenily that we have examined :":e books, vouchers, bank slalmenis and other (inancial records ol the treasurer o( the
'ischool dislrici ol Harrisville, New Hampshire of which the above is a true
summary lor Ihe (iscal year ending June 30, I9 r4 and (ind them correct in all respects.
Nnvpmhpr 10, ^^)̂ Jy7nr C^lLj^Vy
GIVE OETA .ED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS ON OTHER SIDE
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Fot Ollice Use Only
'H DETAILED STiTEI/.ENT OF RECEIPTS
c,,-; u. d:5i. I Loc
DATE
1





~r Town of HnrriavilTp !. A^rLcnp. 1 qq^-QA ] l.Ol-i.fifli.odl
2 TmstppK fT^iRt liSinH ' Srhool * Mi n-i st. OR. AH II
3 Marltiorn"e>i Sohinl n-i cJ Tnit.-inn i > n-i 3 or)
4 Stjjt» "f NH
i
Vprlinnirt Rpirtih. Tl'ifi S.onI
5 " H 1 Pnari Ton iflt; .7fi 11
6 " i Sohool T.nnPh t;,?3 V, orll
7 nv>apt.P-n T 1 9 ' nn -1 . nril
B II It fliiilriinp Airi ITJ'^'li ,Tflil
9 II II P.lorV Cran-t '^ii.'irl
10 II n Catastrophic Aid t; 1«?,9fll
11 Kranit.p RnnV- Tn+PT-PR+ 'Q7=i.7->l'l
12 Tncomp from S^hooT T.imr-h 19,7fiq.QTil
13 Pofnnrt!: o'm 9 . o^l
14 II II ^2^ i^iO '1
15 -^ 6^c fA\
16
17 aont l's?n'o(3l
18 1 PS l-inp Pppc c; oi^j
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TOTAL RECE=-S DURING YE := |[,^M.'71.0c '
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Chesterfield $ 8,622 $13,297 $11,797 $ 7,004
Harrisville 2.370 3.507 3,112 1,925
Keene 52,047 30.766 27.295 42.277
Marlborough 3.788 6.424 5,699 3.077
Nelson 1.447 3.172 1,927 1.175
Westmoreland 3.337 5.366 4.760 2.'711
$71,611 $61,532 $54,590 $58,169
Plus 5.5% annuity for each
Travel at $ .28/mile
COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
This school district receives federal financial assistance. In order to continue receiving
such federal financial assistance, this school district will not discriminate in their
educational programs, activities or employment practices on the basis of race, language, sex.
age, or handicapping condition, under the provisions of Title IX of the 1972 Educational
Amendments: Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Complaints regarding compliance with Title IX regulations should be submitted in
writing to the Title IX liaison for School Administrative Unit 29, the Personnel Manager, 34
West Street. Keene. New Hampshire.
Complaints regarding compliance with Rehabilitation Act of 1973 - Section 504 should
be submitted in writing to the Director of Special Education. 34 West Street. Keene. New
Hampshire.






Meeting opened at 6:CX3 p.m.
ARTICLE 1 : I move that the District receive the report of agents, auditors, committees or
officers chosen as printed.
A motion was made to pass over this article. Passed.
ARTICLE 2 : I move that the District raise and appropriate as a deficit appropriation the sum
of $50,230 to cover unanticipated tuition expenses for the school year ending June 30. 1994.
A motion was made to accept Article 2 as read. Passed.
ARTICLE 3 : I move that the District raise and appropriate the amount of $1,198,106 for the
support of schools, the payment of salaries of school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
A motion was made to amend the article as follows: (1) Move to cut the budget $40,000 to
eliminate one staff position. To be voted by secret bsiUot: Yes - 35; No - 66. Did not pass.
A motion was made to amend the article as follows: (2) To vote to reduce the school budget by
$30,000. By secret ballot Yes - 31; No - 62. Did not pass.
Article 3 as written: Yes - 67; No - 2 1 . Passed.
ARTICLE 4 : I move that the District raise and appropriate the sum of $13,593 to fund salary
and benefit increases for the certified and non-certlfled staff for the 1994-1995 school year.
A motion was made to amend the article as follows: (1) To reduce the pay raise by 50 percent for
salary and benefit. By secret ballot: Yes - 23; No - 50. Did not pass.
Article 4 passed as read.
ARTICLE 5 : I move that the District authorize sind empower the school board to borrow up to
$22,000. representing the State of New Hampshire share of special education cost for the 1994-
1995 school year, pursuant to RS.A. 198:20-D upon such terms and conditions as the school
board determines In the best Interests of the District; said sum together with the cost of
borrowing to be repaid by the State of New Hampshire pursuant to RSJV. 186:C-18.
A motion was made to accept Article 5 as read. Passed.
ARTICLE 6 : I move that the District appropriate the sum of $23,100 for the purchase and
Installation of windows at the Wells Memorial School, said sum to be withdrawn fro.m the
Capital Reserve Fund established on March 11. 1986. for the reconstruction of building and
Include (as amended at the March 11. 1991 meeting] capital Improvements of said building and
grounds.
A moUon was made to accept Article 6 as read. Passed.
ARTICLE 7 : I move that the meeting be adjourned.
A motion was made to accept the Article 7 as read. Passed. Meeting was adjourned at 9:24 p.m.
until March 8. 1994 at 1 1:00 a.m.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Wells Memorial School In said District on the 8th day of




Polls open at 1 1:04 a.m.
ARTICLE 1 : To choose all necessary school district officers:
A member of the school board for the ensuing three years
A moderator for the ensuing year
A clerk for the ensuing year
A treasurer from July 1, 1994 for the ensuing year
An auditor for the ensuing year
MEMBER OF THE SCHOOL BOARD (3 YEARS)
James Johnson 175 votes Hardie Stevens 1 vote
John Colony 15 votes Max Boyd 1 vote
Mark Amstrong 2 votes Dorothy Frazier 1 vote
Sharon Driscoll 2 votes Mike Potter 1 vote
Robert Kingsbury Ivote Alan Saari 1 vote
David Lord 1 vote John Sutcliff 1 vote
Matthue Price Ivote
MODERATOR (1 YEAR)
Jane Dunn 198 votes Harvey Schwartz 1 vote
Mike Potter 13 votes Linda Potter 1 vote
Doug McCarthy 2 votes Dorothy Frazier 1 vote
Howard Clark Ivote John Colony. Ill 1 vote
William McNeill Ivote Bob Waldron 1 vote
DISTRICT CLERK (1 YEAR)
Laura Trudelle 225 votes
Mary Crocker Ivote
Dorothy Frazier Ivote
DISTRICT TREASURER (1 YEAR)
Mary Thayer 227 votes
Dorothy Frazier 1 vote
AUDITOR (1 YEAR)
Donna Ganley 225 votes Eleanor Smith 1 vote
Holis Parker 1 vote Mary Thayer 1 vote
School's polls recessed at 8:41 p.m.






Consistency is a word that comes to mind when I think about Wells
Memorial School. This is evident in the staffs focus on a responsive school and
philosophical position relative to student learning, the maintenance of a
positive learning environment, the commitment and dedication demonstrated
by the staff, and the level of community involvement.
One of the more positive influences on the operation of the school is the
staffs adherence to the belief that the school must reflect the wants and needs of
the community. This perspective has been a constant for as long as 1 have been
associated with the Wells Memorial staff The staff continues to work hard to
provide the type of educational program that the community has identified it
desires. As in past years, the staff continues its efforts to communicate with
community members to determine expectations of the school. This has
generally assumed the form of parent surveys, informal and formal assess-
ments, cmd discussion/presentations v/lth parent groups.
One of the goals adopted by the staff for this yeeir was to Iccim more about
effective strategies for helping students develop social skills. This initiative
was in response to student management and discipline as one of the needs
identified in a formal assessment conducted last year. To this end, the staff has
continued its emphasis on the "social curriculum". This effort has also been
reinforced with continued work on the peer mediation approach which teaches
students how to deal with conflict.
The stciffs efforts to maximize learning opportunities for each student
also reflect considerable consistency. Another goal that the staff has adopted
relates to learning more about effective teaching strategies that help teachers
identify and respond to Individual learning styles. The work that the staff has
done in this area better prepares them to Implement activities that will directly
influence student performance.
The work that the staff has completed in relation to students' inter-
actions with each other and how they deal with conflict, the effort put forth to be
more cognizant and responsive to various learning styles, and the continued
attempts to Involve community members in school projects /activities are
factors that have contributed to the maintenance of a very positive and
constructive learning environment for children. Additional work that has been
done to increase the use of technology in the school and efforts to offer
integrated units of study that enhance the relevancy of what is being taught are
factors that have also helped the staff maintain this environment.
Much of what has been accomplished at the school this year can directly
be attributed to the commitment the staff has made to the school and the
Harrisvllle children. The staffs willingness to work well beyond the normal
working day and during school vacations is critical to the success of the school.
1 have found this level of dedication to be a characteristic of the Wells Memorial
staff that ought to be commended.
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The synergetlc relationship that exists between the staff and members of
the community continues to reinforce the focus and efforts of the staff. Many of
the activities offered at the school are contingent upon a continuation of the
high level of involvement and support that community members extend to the
school. This is one reason why the staff identified cin expansion of the volunteer
program as a goal for the year.
Community involvement and support are factors that have played an
integral role in the staffs ability to provide challenging and enjoyable learning
activities for children. 1 trust that this will continue. For this to happen, please
stay informed and involved. The annual district meeting on Wednesday, March
8, is one way. in which you can become better informed about issues impacting
the school. Please plan to attend!




We ended the 1994 school year with 14 sixth graders graduating from
Wells Memorial School. Congratulations go to John Avera, Mitchell Cady, Kasi
Davis, Hope Ganley, Angela Gee, Tammy Kensy, Don LaChance, Melissa Miller,
Ben O'Dwyer, Jen Putnam, Henry Ratcllife, Peter Santerre, Audrey TrudeUe, and
Becky Wilder.
At WMS, we currently have 72 students enrolled in kindergarten through
grade six. The following represents the number of students in each class:
Kindergarten 8 Grade 4 8
Grade 1 17 Grades 7
Grade 2 11 Grade 6 14
Grades 7
We had two new teachers join our staff — Emily Hartshome and Roshan
Swope, as we said a fond farewell to two WMS veterans, Patty Gould and Lexy
Heatley. Roshan and Emily are teaching the multi-age classes (grades 1, 2 and 3).
Karln Pratt, after a maternity leave, has taken over the special education
position. We currently have twelve students identified in need of special
education services. At WMS, we implement an inclusion model which allows
special needs students to receive the same educational opportunities as regular
education students. The special educator assists these students in the regular
classes. This model of servicing special needs students is currently believed to
be the most effective way to meet the needs of this population.
We have continued to expand our technological resources by using federal
grant money to purchase new equipment. This year, we added a new Macintosh
and CD-ROM player to our inventory of equipment for student use. The CD-ROM
player has provided another tool to enhance our students' abilities to research
material. Our goal is to have our students graduate with the ability to effectively
use computers in research, word processing, and database development.
Once again this past summer we offered a program for students who
would benefit from some extra help in math and/or reading. Fifteen students
participated in this program. The theme was "Foodl" Students enjoyed field
trips to different places to gather food or to see how food items are made. We
cooked and prepared samples of food for a closing open house activity. New this
year was a program with Keene State College students. Students were offered the
opportunity to have pen pals with college students who followed up with a visit
to WMS. Does it seem possible that students can have so much fun and still
learn? The answer is YES! It has been remarkable to see the progress these
students make and how much carries over into the regular school year. This
program continues to be financed with federal monies known as "Chapter 1".
As a teaching staff, we have been participating in programs to assist us in
the development of teaching students social skills. This is commonly called
"the social curriculum". We have also done some work in the area of learning
styles, understanding how students learn so that we can better meet their
educational needs.
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Highlights of the year to date include a wonderful Grandparents' Day
with a performance by a full-blooded Apache Indian, Conservation Day ^on-
sored by the County Extension, the Holly Day Fair, a visit to High Hopes
Orchard, the fire safety program sponsored by the Harrlsville Fire Company, a
musical performance by Richard Hartshorne, the Grand Monadnock Arts
Council's annual Arts in the Schools program featuring the Moving Dance
Company, and a field trip to Fort #4. Sixth graders are looking forward to a
week at Sargent Camp (an environmental program) and a day in the White
Mountains. This spring the school will be involved in an oceanography unit
which will hopefully end with a day at Odiome State Park.
Through the continued support and assistance of volunteers, we have
been able to continue and expand maay programs. Two of the many programs
are the basketball program and an archeological dig. Volunteers do make a
difference!
It is with pride that we all work at Wells Memorial School, and it is with
great joy that we watch our young people grow. Not only do they perform well at
Wells Memorial School, but they continue to be Involved and successful at Keene
Middle School and Keene High School. It is delightful to see the numbers of
Harrlsville young people involved in band, drama, sports, and other activities
as well as making the honor roll.
On behalf of the entire staff,
Dorothy FYazier, Teaching Principal
Wells Memorial School
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HARRISVILLE FOOD SERVICE FUND REPORT
(For the 1993/94 School Year)
REVENUES (SOURCES OF FUNDS) AMOUNT
Lunch Sales - Pupils $7,167
Milk Sales - Pupils $3,840
Lunch Sales - Adults $1,763
Other Local Revenues
Revenue from State of N.H. $422
Revenue from Federal Government $5,162
TOTAL FUNDS RECEIVED AND POSTED $18,354
EXPENDITURES
Food Services Salaries $4,999
Food Services Benefits $382
Services/Supplies $609
Food and Milk $10,387
Equipment $471
TOTAL EXPENSES $16,848
PROFIT FROM OPERATIONS $1,506
Beginning Unencumbered Fund Balance $9,699
UNENCUMBERED FUND BALANCE $11,205
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Mary Bemis (1881-1966) was assistant
postmistress in Chesham from 1906 to 1942; and
postmistress from 1942 to 1957, when she retired
and the Chesham Post Office closed. She held
office under presidents Theodore Roosevelt,
WiUiam Howard Taft, Woodrow Wilson, Calvin
Coolidge, Herbert Hoover, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, Harry S. Truman, and Dwight D.
Eisenhower. Her husband, Casper, was
postmaster from 1901 to 1942. (His father,
grandfather and uncles before him also held that
position). Their son, William, was selectman in
Harrisville from 1973 to 1982.
The cover photo was taken inside the Chesham
Post Office by Nina Starr in 1953; and is
provided by Historic HarrisviUe, Inc.
